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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The baseline communications link for the Space Shuttle involves two way transmission of
digital information via a relay satellite system. These links as presently planned appear
to be marginal. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of using data
compression to improve link efficiency as an alternative to increased transmitter power,
reducing receiver noise figures, increasing antenna gain through more stringent Orbiter
attitude constrains, etc.
Delco Electronics has evolved a method of encoding digital data which permits low band-
width encoding as well as a unique system of adaptive run length encoding. The purpose
of this study was to evaluate the effectivity of these techniques for the air-to-ground link
and for the bandwidth-limited ground-to-ground data link used for the Orbiter downlink data.
2.0 SYNOPSIS OF TASKS
2.1 TASK 3.2.1 REDUNDANCY REMOVAL, ORBITER-TO-GROUND LINK
2.1. 1 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this task is to establish the feasibility of improving the overall link perfor-
mance by using data compression to reduce the transmitted bit rate. Conventional methods
for data compression require that a substantial number of overhead bits be added to the
transmitted data; for time division multiplexed telemetry data, the overhead management
is such that negative throughput gains are frequently produced. The Delco system provides
an overhead management technique which assures that all overhead bits added to the trans-
mitted data result in a net decrease in the quantity of bits transmitted.
The baseband Delco data, however, is not conventional in character; the baseband signal
is a two-voltage, digital waveform composed of transitions between voltage levels in incre-
ments of 1.5 to 4.5 bit times in one-half bit intervals. Within this family of pulses, there
exist several which are not used to encode serial digital source data. These "unique
characters" are then used to signal both the existence of and the quantity of redundancy.
To evaluate the effectivity of the data compression system it is necessary to determine
the performance of the Delco data in noisy channels.
R75-34 1
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The primary thrust of this task is, therefore:
* Compare the bit error rate versus signal-to-noise ratio of the Delco
system with that of a well known modulation technique to determine
the compression required
* Determine the throughput obtainable after compression as a function
of redundancy content
* Estimate the redundancy content of the downlink telemetry data
* Compare the compression ratio required with the throughput obtain-
able to determine feasibility
* Generate a preliminary mechanization incorporating the compression
system in the air-to-ground link.
2.1.2 Significant Results Obtained
2.1.2.1 Bit Error Rate Comparison
In order to compare the Delco system with (optimum) systems employing conventional
modulation techniques, optimum Delco Level I systems have been identified and an analysis
of their performance carried out. This subtask has been accomplished and is reported
in Appendix B. The study has been restricted to baseband systems, but comparisons among
baseband systems generally carry over to the corresponding modulation systems. (See Ref-
erence 1 of Appendix B.) Optimum Level I systems have been identified and studied for
both the usual Level I application in which there is a bandwidth constraint and for appli-
cations that have no significant bandwidth restrictions. These systems are not truly
optimum in the sense that their performance can be improved by utilizing sequential de-
coding techniques due to the correlation in the Level I bit streams. However, sequential
detection of Level I has not been attempted in the laboratory, and its analysis was considered
outside the scope of the study. Sequential detection of Level I will improve the error per-
formance at the cost of some increase in hardware complexity.
The basic results of the study are shown in a simplified form in Table 1. For more
detailed results and discussion, see Figure 23 and Section 4.4 of Appendix B.
-4MODULATION TECHNIQUE SNR TO ACHIEVE A 10 - 4 BER
Conventional 8.4 dB
Conventional with Coding Gain 3. 8 dB
Level I 11.7 dB
Level I (Bandwidth Restricted) 13.5 dB
Table 1. Bit Error Rate Comparison
R75-34 2
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The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined to be the ratio of the received signal power to
the noise power in a bandwidth equal to the information rate. The entry labeled "Conven-
tional with Coding Gain" is extracted from the article by Batson and Moorehead ("A Digital
Communications System for Manned Spaceflight Application," B. H. Batson and R. W. Moore-
head) in which a 4.6 dB reduction in required signal-to-noise ratio is shown with the use
of convolutional encoding and Viterbi decoding.
Table 2 shows the reduction in signal-to-noise ratio requirements that would be realized
through the use of Level II and Level III as a function of the compression ratio obtained.
Compression Ratio 1:1 2.1:1 6.2:1 12.3:1
Required SNR (before 11.7 dB 8.4 dB 3.8 dB 0.8 dB
compression to achieve
11.7 dB SNR after compression)
-4Table 2. SNR to Achieve 10-4 BER Versus Compression Ratio
This table has been constructed from the equation (SNR reduction) = 10 log (compression
ratio) and, of course, is valid regardless of the means used to obtain the compression
and thus reduce the data rate. The entries were chosen to show that a compression of
2.1:1 suffices to bring Level I up to the performance of the conventional system; a com-
pression of 6.2:1 achieves the error rate of the conventional system with convolutional-
Viterbi; and a compression of 12. 3:1 reduces the SNR requirements to 3 dB below those
of coded conventional.
2.1.2.2 Throughput Improvement
The compression system considered is one in which the sampled signal value is sent during
selected master PCM frames or when the signal values differ from a previous sample by
a predetermined amount. When a signal or string of signals are not sufficiently different
from previously transmitted values, uniquely coded waveforms are substituted for these
signals. These waveforms occupy significantly less space in the communications channel
and permit a throughput improvement. Buffering of the information to be transmitted
provides for the generation of a constant bit rate PCM serial output, which carries all in-
formation contained in the original PCM data, but at a much lower bit rate. The reduc-
tion in bit rate achievable is related to the redundancy contained in the source data and to
the overhead required to identify the data channels which were not sent in original signal form.
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This system generates no overhead during nonredundant periods and from 4 to 23 bits for
redundant strings of from 1 to 256 data channels. The compression produced varies from
1:1 for zero redundancy to over 90:1 for string lengths of approximately 250. The system
adaptively selects the preferred method for encoding the output PCM data - for nonredundant
channels, the data are encoded in Level I; for redundant strings of up to eight bits, the data
are encoded by Level II; for strings of nine bits or more, the data are encoded by Level III
coding. The mode of operation selected is easily detected by the receiving system due to
the difference in the use of the unique characters used to encode the redundancy.
The differences between the encoding levels can be seen from examination of Figures 1
through 4. The rules for encoding data in Level I are portrayed in Figure 1. In this
mode of operation, the unique character is used to encode three consecutive encoded
zeros; this eliminates the possibility of generating large, low frequency components in
the baseband Level I signal. When the unique character is used for this purpose, it is
injected as near the preceeding transition as is permitted by the encoding rules. It is
never delayed from this position when used to encode data by Level I.
Figure 2 illustrates how this character is delayed to produce Levels II and m; the two
following figures are examples of that encoding. The Level III mode of operation is indi-
cated by two sequential, unique characters, each with a one bit injection delay. The run
length counter is a binary count of the run length, transmitted most significant bit first.
The counter value is always followed by a bit controlled to a logic ONE state and a delayed
unique character. This arrangement clearly indicates the presence of Level III encoding,
and the counter length is indicated by the terminator coding.
Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between string length and overhead and the achieve-
able compression.
2.1.2.3 Downlink Redundancy Content
In order to arrive at an achievable throughput improvement for Orbiter data, a sample
PCM format was constructed using selected Titan data signals in expanded quantities.
A 360-word format was synthesized to establish the serial stringing produced by the re-
dundancy contained in the sampled signal values. This format is contained in Appendix A.
R75-3 4 4
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Data Encoding
AllONEs 111111 1 1 1 1 1
Transitions Each Two Bit Times
on Alternate Bit Cell Edges
Alternate 101 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
ONE-ZERO _ - _ Transitions Each Two Bit Times
on Alternate Bit Cell Centers
Alternate 0 1 01 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
ZERO-ONE
Random 10 1 0 1 1 10 00 10 1 1
Data -- -mj Narrowest Transition Interval of
1-1/2 Bit Times Produced on 10 11 Data
Minimum 1 0 1 1
Width Pulse Encoding 1011 Forms Pulse of 1-1/2 Bit Times,
Always Consisting of Mid-Edge Transistion Sequence
U1-112 Bit Time Pulse Formed by Edge-Mid Transition, this Pulse is Used
Unique - to Code Three Consecutive Zeros ,and When Delayed May be Used for
Character Other Additional Predefined Functions
Maximum 1 0 0 1 0
Width Pulse Interval Between Data Transitions
With dc Reduction Does Not Allow Insertion of Unique Character
1 100010 10
SZeros 1 Unique Character Insertion Requires Three Consecutive Uncoded ZEROs3 Zeros Decoder Recognizes UniquelCharacter by Detection of Edge-Mid Transition
in Adjacent Bit Calls.
Figure 1. Level I Encoding
Reference
Transition*
r Unique Character (UC) Inserted at First Possible Point
Encodes Three ZEROs
_J Unique Character Inserted One Bit Delayed From Reference Transition
Signals One Redundant Data Block. Multiple Data Blocks
(For Example, Six) are Encoded by Cascaded Unique Characters
Appropriately Delayed: 2-Delay Flag + 3-Delay Flag + 1-Delay Flag
6= Redundant Data Blocks.
STwo Consecutive 1-Delay Flags Signal Auxiliary Information.
This Condition is Not Used for Redundant Word Coding of
Two Data Blocks as That is Signalled by a Single 2-Delay Flag
Figure 2. Basis for Level II and III Systems
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Reference
Transition
SL One Redundant Channel;4 Bits Overhead; 4 Bits Saved
Two Redundant Channels; 5 Bits Overhead; 11 Bits Saved
LJ L _I -- Three Redundant Channels; 9 Bits Overhead; 15 Bits Saved
L.J LJ Four Redundant Channels; 10 Bits Overhead; 22 Bits Saved
----------r- -- - -
_...J L.. Five Redundant Channels; 11 Bits Overhead; 29 Bits Saved
S - -. L L.. Eight Redundant Channels; 17 Bits Overhead;
47 Bits Saved
NOTE 1. Bits Saved are Based on 8-Bit PCM Data
NOTE 2. Reference Transition is First Transition
in Word Preceeding Redundant Channels;
Remainder Sent Following Redundant Word Coding
Figure 3. Level II Encoding
Source Encoding of Data That Includes Short and Long Redundant Data Strings
LEVEL III
Reference LEVEL II M
TransitionLEVEL I MSB LSB
One Redundant Block 1 Delay + 1 Delay = Run Length Run Length
Start of Run-Length Code of Terminator.
Code 1 1 0 1
* Mode of Operation is Adaptively Se;ected, For Run Lengths of 7 or
Less Level I I is Used, For Runs of Over 8, Level III is Used.
* Run Length Coded MSB First; Number of Bits
Used is Variable and Dependent on Redundancy
Present. MSB is Always a One and Immediately
Follows Start Code.
Figure 4. Level III Encoding
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2 THRU 4:1 4 THRU 7:1 7-13:1 13-25:1 25-48:1 48-93:1
23 *
22'--- LEVEL III * **
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20
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co 17
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*
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*>
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* 0
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STRING LENGTH IN 8 BIT WORDS
* -I
0
Figure 5. String Length/Overhead Relationships
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These signals were examined during the boost and coast phases, the signal activity during
the coast period was selected as being most representative of Orbiter on-orbit data condi-
tions where the weak link conditions exist. During this period the signals are highly redun-
dant, and fewer than two data channels require transmission out of each frame of data. A
throughput advantage of over 100:1 is suggested; however, periodic signal updates, synch-
ronization codes, and a reasonable safety factor reduce this factor significantly. A more
reasonable design goal is 10 to 20:1, which permits a greater variation to exist due to signal
anomalies without overloading the compression system. The redundancy present in the
boost phase, where maximum signal activity exists, permits compression of approximately
10:1. The string length analysis for those flight phases are also contained in Appendix A.
2.1.2.4 Feasibility
The results of Section 2.1.2.1 above show that if Levels I, II, and III can develop a com-
pression of 10:1 or better, the signal-to-noise requirements will be reduced substantially
compared with a conventional system using convolutional encoding - Viterbi decoding.
Section 2.1.2.3 conservatively estimates that compression ratios of 10 to 20:1 are achieve-
able with the downlink data. It is therefore concluded that not only is the application of
Delco's source encoding techniques to the Orbiter-to-ground communications links feasible,
but that the use of Levels I, II, and III provide a sufficient reduction in transmitted bit rate
so as to negate the requirement for channel encoding.
2.1.2.5 Mechanization
A generalized data compression system is shown in Figures 6 and 7. This system
accumulates data from the existing PCM Master Unit (PCMMU). Each data channel is
compared with its previous value, and channels which contain new information are tagged
for transmission. The buffered data are searched for these tags in an order identical to
the original PCM format. All channels tagged are included in the output data stream. It is
apparent that a variable word/frame rate exists for the output data. The variable word/
frame rate is restored by buffering in the ground system for data playback in conventional
data systems, if required.
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* PROGRAMMABLE FILTER
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TELEMETERED WORD (8 BIT)
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FILTER
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0
FILTER CRITERIA 0
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Figure 6. Airborne Compressor Functional Diagramz
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BUFFER MEMORY o
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-40
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Figure 7. Ground Based Decompression System Functional Diagram
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2.1.3 Conclusions
The telemetry portion of the Orbiter air/ground link can be compressed sufficiently to pro-
vide a significant increase in channel performance. The voice portion of the data link must
be similarly compressed in order to achieve the desired performance increase. It is
understood that NASA has separately contracted for a study concerned with voice compression.
2.1.4 Recommended Action
It is recommended that followon studies be initiated to permit an evaluation of the per-
formance of Level I when combined with spread spectrum. It is anticipated that the longer
transition intervals guaranteed by the Level I data will produce meaningful processing gains
and enhance synchronization techniques.
2.2 TASK 3.2.2 REDUNDANCY REMOVAL FOR ORBITER GROUND-TO-GROUND LINK
2.2.1 Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this primary task is to determine the potential for using data compression
techniques to provide improved ground link data throughput and to consider methods for
improving the integrity of the transmitted data signal through the use of Delco three-phase
encoding. Unlike the air-to-ground data link, these channels are bandwidth limited, and
data compression is desirable to decrease the cost of multiple, wideband data links, which
would be necessary to convey the uncompressed source data. In order to accomplish the
intent of this task, the following items were accomplished:
* Bit error rate studies to compare Delco encoding with conventional methods
* Estimate the redundancy content of Orbiter PCM data
* Determine achievable throughput using data compression
* Evaluate the compatibility of Delco encoding techniques with channel
encoding and decoding
* Generate a preliminary mechanization that illustrates the method of incor-
poration of selected techniques.
2.2.2 Significant Results Obtained
2.2.2.1 Bit Error Rate Studies
R75-34 11
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2.2. 2. 1. 1 Level I in Bandwidth Limited Applications
Section 2 of Appendix B is devoted to the definition and analysis of an optimum Level I
system for bandwidth limited applications. The optimum system identified is very
similar to the Delco laboratory system. The two systems differ, at most, by nonessential
differences in the transmitting and receiving filters. This is an important fact. The
optimum Level I system transmits data at the Nyquist rate; that is, at a rate which is twice
the bandwidth of the channel. The laboratory system also achieves transmission at the
Nyquist rate utilizing simple, low cost hardware. Most systems operating over band-
width-limited channels operate at only one-half to two-thirds the Nyquist rate in order to
reduce complexity and simplify the hardware requirements. Delco's Level I achieves full
Nyquist rate transmission without significant reduction in error performance.
Table 1 illustrated the basic results. Level I in bandwidth-restricted applications has only
1.8 dB less margin over noise than fully expanded Level I. The results of Table 2 may,
therefore, be adapted to bandwidth-restricted Level I by adding 1.8 dB to each of the signal-
to-noise ratio entries there.
2.2.2.1.2 Delco Electronics 3-Phase Versus Conventional 4-Phase Differential
Phase Modulation
An analytical expression was developed for phase error probability as a function of signal-
to- noise ratio for L-phase differential phase modulation (DPM) and evaluated numerically
for biphase, 3-phase, and 4-phase modulation at signal-to-noise ratios ranging from 0 to
15 dB. Subsequently, the effectiveness of Delco Electronics 3-phase versus conventional
4-phase DPM was determined. (Refer to Appendix C.)
The results indicate that, for example, at a SNR of 10 dB, the probability of a phase error
in 3-phase modulation is down by a factor of ten from that of 4-phase. As SNR increases,
this factor increases, and the advantages of 3-phase modulation become more prominent.
Translating phase error rate into bit error rate, our results for conventional 4-phase
modulation show that a single phase error produces on the average 1 bit error; for Delco's
3-phase modulation, a phase error produces on the average approximately 1-1/2 bit errors.
Comparing the two techniques at 10 dB, the 3-phase modulation bit-error rate is down by
a factor of about seven from that of 4-phase modulation.
R75-34 12
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2.2.2.1.3 Compatibility of Convolutional and Level I Encoding
A study was conducted to determine if a convoluted code could be encoded in Level I
without impairing the error correcting effectiveness of Viterbi decoding. Rate one-half
convolutional encoding of random source data was used for the investigation.
Two digital computer programs were employed in error-correcting simulations. (Refer
to Appendix D, Section 5.) The first permits rate one-half convolutional encoding, error
injection, and Viterbi decoding. The second incorporates rate one-half convolutional en-
coding followed by Level I encoding, error injection, Level I decoding (using the Viterbi
decoding algorithm), and Viterbi decoding.
Simulations were made with a source data sequence of 4,500 random bits. Error rates
were established which were high enough to result in errors in the decoded sequence.
For random source data, Level I encoding leads effectively to a bandwidth expansion by
a factor of two. Taking this into account through the expression for the probability of a
channel error in terms of bandwidth, the results showed that the error correcting ability
of Viterbi decoding is not decreased at high error rates. Below an error rate of about
30%, the error correcting ability of Viterbi decoding is, however, degraded through the
introduction of Level I.
R75-34 13
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2.2.2.2 Redundancy Estimate
2.2.2.2.1 Priority Transmission - Uncompressed Air/Ground Link
In the event that compression is not used for the downlink, priority transmission can
provide for the real time transmission of vital data followed by nonreal time transmission
of less critical and/or redundant information.
Critical data consists of out-of-limits signals, changes in the state of discrete signals, and
samples of signals selected for consumables management and other monitoring tasks. The
percentage of signals of real time interest is very small - it has been estimated that a
maximum of 5% of the total monitored signals will display out-of-limits conditions for
Orbiter malfunctions, and these will persist only until redundant Orbiter systems are
placed on-line to correct the abnormal condition. This percentage will result in approx-
imately 800 words per second which are candidates for transmission; further processing
to remove the redundancy in these signals will reduce the candidates significanitly such that
they can easily be accommodated by a conventional 4.8 kb/s telephone transmission link.
Appendix A contains the results of the redundancy reduction achieved for telemetered data
signals, and it is reasonable to assume that out-of-limits channels will exhibit the same
average change history as in-limits signals. Nonreal time transmission of the accumu-
lated flight data is accomplished using a ±1, "one" bit change criteria, which according to
the data in Appendix A, permits transmission of the entire data set well before the next
orbital pass.
2.2.2.2.2 Priority Transmission - Compressed Air/Ground Link
When compression is used in the downlink system, the degree of redundancy eliminated will
necessarily be less than that which can safely be used in the ground link. Data eliminated
from the downlink is generally not recoverable for post-test usage, which is not true of
the ground link system. All data received from the downlink can be recorded for later
use, which permits greater latitude in the ground compression system. This permits using
redundancy detection with wider apertures and heavier filtering than would be prudent for
the downlink case. As in the uncompressed downlink case, limit detectors and discrete
processors provide for real time transmission of critical data and nonreal time', which are
compatible with standard telephone data transmission techniques.
R75-34 
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2.2. 3 Mechanization
The processing subsystem selected is one which has sufficient speed to assure evaluation
of the full 16k words/second contained in the uncompressed downlink, data. These pro-
cessors are of the type produced by Delco for several military programs including the
TDMG and SSTC equipments, and are identical to those proposed for the processor option
for the Space Shuttle PCMMU. (Reference Delco proposal P74-2-6-1.) The functional
mechanization for the ground-based compressor system is shown in Figure 8.
RECEIVING SYNCHRONIZATION DATA
SYSTEM SUBSYSTEM PROCESSOR
ID DATA
RECORDER TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS BUFFER
* BIT SYNC
CONTROL
* FORMAT SYNC
LOGIC
0 HIGH SPEED
MICROPROCESSORS
MODEM
BUFFER MEMORY FOR:
* OUT-OF-LIMITS DATA
" CHANGED DISCRETES
* SELECTED DATA
Figure 8. Ground Based Data Compressor Basic Mechanization
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2.2.4 CONCLUSIONS
The ability to store real time data at the receiving terminals for delayed transmission
significantly reduces the real time throughput requirement if sufficient signal processing
is provided to extract signals of immediate interest. High speed telemetry data preproc-
essors exist for this purpose; those proposed for the PCMMU preprocessors are examples
of proven techniques. Use of these preprocessors for selection of out-of-limits channels,
changes in discrete signals, and other signals of interest provides for a very low real time
throughput requirement. For this application, the throughput rate necessary to support
the program can be accomplished without the use of Level I or Delco 3-phase DPSK. These
encoding systems have been shown to possess very desirable characteristics for telephone
data transmission; however, completely adequate transmission rates can be provided for
compressed data using conventional 4-phase DPSK and commercially available data MODEMS.
2.2.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
In view of the vital role played by the telemetry data preprocessors in the ground data link,
it is recommended that a study be undertaken to prepare a detailed specification for the
ground-based telemetry preprocessor unit.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE PCM FORMAT
USING SELECTED TITAN IIIC DATA SIGNALS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The results of the analysis performed to determine the expected redundancy content of
the Orbiter link are summarized herein. Actual Titan IIIC flight data was subjected to
the data compression technique of determining the percent of data that exceeded programm-
able apertures. As a result of this analysis, additional methods and mechanization modif-
ications were identified and investigated, the results of which are also included herein.
2.0 APPROACH
Actual Titan IIIC telemetry data, selected from the 30 May 1974 launch, was used for
the redundancy assessment tests via a Sigma 7 computer simulation. The basis for
selection of the 33 vehicle and guidance analog measurements, provided in Table 1, was
to provide:
* Similarity to envisioned type of orbiter data
* A mixture of sampling rates
* A mixture of quiescent and highly active signals
* Signal signatures that are dependent upon environmental conditions.
The types of data utilized consisted of power supplies, discretes, steering/actuator func-
tions, temperatures, pressures, accelerations, vehicle rate, and IGS bus voltages and
currents. All measurement data types were subjected to the data compression techniques
over 30 to 50 seconds of the following four desired environmental periods: (1) quiescent
prelaunch (1g), (2) maximum dynamic pressure, (3) maximum thrust (approximately 4. 5g),
and (4) coast.
The Sigma 7 computer program simulated the redundancy reduction technique of only trans-
mitting data values when a programmed allowable aperture was exceeded. Upon exceeding
the allowable aperture, an updated tolerance, with the transmitted data value equal to the
new nominal, was derived and used for subsequent transmission tests. Various reasonable
P75-34 A-1
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SAMPLE RATE
SIGNAL TYPE PER SECOND
Roll, Pitch, Yaw Rate Gyro Outputs 400
Pitch, Yaw Lateral Accelerometer Outputs 400
IGS Voltage and Current 20
SA 1, 2, and 3 Thrust Chamber Pressures 400
IL 1, 2, and 3 Current Ladder Outputs 100
EL 1 and 2 Voltage Ladder Outputs 100
BL 2 Sequence System Discretes 100
BL 6 and 7 ACS Nozzle Discretes 100
Guidance Truss (MGC) Temperature 100
Guidance Truss (IMU) Temperature 20
Four ACS Nozzle Pressures 200
X, Y, Z Payload Accelerometers 400
IMU Internal Temperature 20
IMU -15 Vdc Unregulated 20
IMU +15 Vdc Regulated 20
IMU 28 Vac, 0 Phase 20
MGC -6 Vdc 20
TPS Bus Current 800
Table 1. Signals Tested for Redundancy
magnitudes were evaluated to aid in determining the minimum bit rate required to support
the transmission of orbiter data.
3.0 DISCUSSION
The results of subjecting the actual Titan IIIC flight data to the data compression technique
of determining percent of data that exceeded programmable apertures is provided in
Tables 2 through 7. The Sigma 7 computer output was grouped into the categories listed
on each of the tables. The group average percent per flight period is summarized for each
aperture tested.
Note: Tables 2 through 13 and Figures 1 and 2 appear at the end of this appendix.
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The differences in signal signatures is evident in comparing the summarized group
averages of active signals, provided in Tables 2 and 3, with those of very quiescent
signals, provided in Tables 6 and 7. Hardcopy chart recordings of each of the signals
were made to aid in the Sigma 7 program checkout, and an example of some of the active
signals during the maximum dynamic pressure period is provided in Figure 1.
Examination of the results initially tabulated illustrated that several signals exceeded the
1 bit aperture for a significant percentage of the time, while the actual signal only ex-
ceeded ± 1 bit less than 2% of the time. This was due to the fact that the initially stored
signal value was at a peak value rather than the true nominal value. This problemwas
alleviated by programming additional initialization criteria, where the nominal for the
first aperture was derived from the average of the samples contained in the first record.
The importance of electrically terminating defunct signals when incorporating a data com-
pression scheme such as that tested was clearly illustrated in several of the 33 signals;
these signals are footnoted on the tables by an asterisk. These conditions occurred during
the parking orbit coast phase with detached Stage II signals, including a vehicle roll rate
gyro and a thrust chamber pressure. The variations exceeded the allowable ± 3 counts
99.8% of the time for one signal and 75% of the time for the other signal. Obviously,
conditions like these would severely defeat data compression objectives.
The total percentage of all 33 signals exceeding the tested apertures per flight phase was
as follows.
S1 Bit ± 2 Bits * 3 Bits + 5 Bits
Prelaunch 8.8 6.6 5.5 4.0
Maximum Q 24.1 19.2 16.3 12.1
Maximum Thrust 14.5 7.3 4.5 2.2
Coast* 16.1 10.3 10.2 10.0
Coast 5.7 0.3 0.2 0.1
* Includes percentages of noisy defunct signals.
As is apparent when reviewing the group average percentages per flight phase for each of
the categorized six groups, primary emphasis should be placed on the most active signals,
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which are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Thus, additional logic was defined and imple-
mented in the Sigma 7 simulation to define exceeding a programmable aperture only when
this occurred for a programmable number of consecutive samples. Tables 8 and 9 contain
the results of the following three tests: (1) greater than 1 bit for two consecutive samples,
(2) greater than 2 bits for two consecutive samples, and (3) greater than 1 bit for three con-
secutive samples. Direct comparison can be made between Tables 2 and 8 and between
Tables 3 and 9. The average percentage of the four groups of active IGS data exceeding
the ± 1 bit aperture (Table 2) was 48% compared with 22% of the same data exceeding the
1 bit for two consecutive samples (Table 8). Likewise, the reduction for the ± 2 bit
is 27% compared with 9%. The percentage of data exceeding the greater than 1 bit for
three consecutive samples is comparable to that of the greater than 2 bit for two consec-
utive samples. Similar reductions are apparent for the active airframe measurements,
where 48% and 38% (Table 3) are reduced to 22% and 18% (Table 9) for the ±1 and ±2 bit
cases, respectively.
The significant advantages of incorporating the consecutive sample logic is further sup-
ported by the fact that the noise outputs of the defunct signals during coast (footnoted by
an asterisk) are suppressed. Although the ± 5 bit aperture without consecutive logic would
provide a similar data compression ratio as the ± 2 bit with consecutive logic, important
signal characteristics could be obscured if the signal sensitivities were optimally defined.
Mean and standard deviations of the time between aperture excursions were also computed
for all 33 signals. However, the usefulness of the statistical outputs was very limited.
Significance of the mean tests were only satisfied for the very active IGS and airframe
measurements. These statistics for the active IGS measurements are provided in Table
10. When no aperture excursions were recognized, the mean is equal to the sample size,
and the standard deviation is zero. Also, the mean has been rounded and the standard
deviation truncated.
4.0 ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS
The average string length of zeros, documented herein, was calculated to determine a
compression ratio that would be realized from a data set equal to the 33 signals tested
at the Titan IIIC telemetry sampling rates.
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The format of the repeatable block of 353 samples
20 i=133
is provided in Table 11. The percentage of data transmitted was that resulting from ex-
ceeding the recommended greater than 2 bits for two consecutive samples data compression
aperture.
A very large compression ratio would be realized during coast since the only data exceed-
ing aperture was 23% and 6% of two 20 S/s signals, 1% of two 100 S/s signals, and 1% of
one 200 S/s signal. With these very few aperture excursions, one sample of one signal
would be transmitted only 49% of the time. Thus, for the worst case, 51% of the time
the string length of zeros would be the total block of 360 words. With random distribution,
the average string length during coast for the 360-word block would be approximately 340
words, which would yield a compression ratio of 100:1.
To determine the achieveable compression for more active periods, the percentage of data
exceeding the subject aperture during the period of maximum dynamic pressure (max. Q)
was obtained. An illustration of the transmitted data in the 360-word format is provided
in Table 12. The calculations of the average string length during maximum Q are tabulated
in Table 13, and the result is plotted in Figure 2. As illustrated, the average string
length leveled out at 18. 85 after a sample size greater than 80. This average string length
would result in an average compression ratio of 10:1.
5.0. CONCLUSION
Dependent upon the degree of data compression desired, either the greater than 1 bit or
greater than 2 bits for two consecutive samples should be implemented in the transmission
of Orbiter data. The greater than 2 bits for two consecutive samples data compression
technique is recommended to provide the most meaningful data at a highly desirable com-
pression ratio. Ratioing these resulting percentages of the data compression technique
selected by the number, type, and sample rate of measurements planned for Orbiter data
will determine the predicted data compression and required bit rate for transmission of
Orbiter data.
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SIGNAL 0
PHAS- RATE;#; *T****** APERTU E PERCET OF TeTAL- SAMPLE, 5********
NAME I1 2 BTS +/4 3 BITS * 5 TTS
0
PRELF:CM 2,0;1180; 603 148 / 24,5 107 / 17.7 48 / 9.0 14 / 2*3 3
() MAAHU" Q 100? P8C / 27*9 181 / 19*0 F5 / 9*5 2 /?
-4
Sa'. T-rUST IGS Volts 484 125 / 25.8 51 / 11.0 8 / 1.7 8 / 1*7 O
.CMbLT 440 100 / 22,7 54 / 13.3 23 / 5.2 13 / ?". Z
PFELAiCHC 20; 1181; 603 447 / 74*1 421 / 69,8 372 / 61.7- 191 / 317
IGS Current 1003 Q52 / 949 907 / 9094 763 / 76*1 321 / 32., z
'AX. Tf:-UST 484 443 / 91*5 364 / 75.2 274 / 56.6 21- /. 44.4
C4AST  440 267 / 6C07 191 / 43.4 138 / 31.4 120 / 27.0
PRELAUNCH 20;322; 603 ?30 / 38.1 14 / 2.3 0 / .0 C / .0
MAxIMUM Q 1003 901 / 50.0 2 / ,2 0 / .0 0 / C
',x. Tr:UST MGC-6Vdc 484 241 / 49.8 2? / 4o5 0 / .0 0 / *C
CrbST 440 24 / 5.5 0 / , .0 0 / 0 0
PRI UNCP 2c;228; 603 157 / 26.0 115 / 19,1 0 / >0 0 / .0
ST~IU Q 1003 437 / 43.6 0 / o0 0 / .0 0 / 0
MAX* THRUST Temp., IMU 484 173 / 35.7 62 / 12*8 0 / .0 C/ .0 0
CbtST Plat. 440 299 / 68.0 204 / 46.4 132 / 30.0 0 / 10
Group Avg. %
for:
Prelaunch 40.7 27.2 17.4 8.4
Max. Q 54.1 27.2 21.2 8.5 r
Max. Thrust 50. 7 25.9 14.6 11.5
Coast 39.2 25.5 9.2 7.6 0
0
0
0
Table 2. Active IGS Measurements Throughout Flight 0
0*~ z
0
m
r
cI
SIGNALRATE; #; NUMER ******** AP:RTURF / PERCE.IT -F TeTAL SAM'IPLE3 *******.**
NAME SAMPLES +/- I PIT +/- 2 ITS +/- 3 BITS +/- 5 ITTS
PREL AUNC" 40;1248; 12060 2q49 / 24*5 2001 / 16*6 1506 / 12.5 885 / 7.3
MA !U" R Stg. II 20060 13126 / 65.4 9764 / 48.7 7459 / 37.2 4332 / 1.6
AY. T.ST P Rate Gyro 969c 163 / 13.0 343 / 3.5 141 / 1.5 8 / .1
CdAST P800 *3319 / 37.7 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0
PFELAUNC!A 400;1249; 12060 2722 / 22.6 1861 / 15.4 1346 / 11.2 741 / 6.1 z
- tjAxI'UM Q Stg. II 20060 10775 / 53*7 7323 / 36.5 5192 / 25.9 2814 / 14.0
MAXY T ;QUST Y Rate Gyro 963Q 3540 / 36.6 2220 / 22.9 1501 / 15.5 791 / .?
o C~tST 8800 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 .
t- PRLELLUNC 400;1250; 12060 3331 / 28.0 '2487 / 20.6 1980 / 16.4 1274 / 10.6
M AXMU Q Stg. II 20060 14830 / 73.9 12028 / 60.0 9765 / 48.7 6410 / 3?.
MAX. TU!IIST RateGyro 9680 2557 / 26.4 111' / 11.5 553 / 5.7 130 / 1.3
C-tr T 8800 *V779 / 9q.8 877q / 99.8 8779 / 99.8 8860 / 99 .
PRLLAJNCH 400;1251; 12060 4347 / 36.0 3570 / 29.6 3256 / 27.0 2777 / ?3.0
MAXIMU" Q "-ASS 20060 18652 / 93.0 17694 / 8832 16794 / 83.7 15085 / 75.2
'AX. THRUST Pitch 9680 6P89 / 6590 4612 / 47.6 3400 / 35.1 197C / 20.4
COAST 8300 0 / *0 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / *,
PFPLAUNCH 400;1252; 12060 3632 / 30.1 3 170 / 26.4 2845 / 23.6 2304 / 191
MAXI1UM Q LASS 20060 17791 / 88.7 16377 / 81.6 15141 / 75*5- 12754 / 63.6MAX. THUST -yaw - 9680 - 4215 / 43.5 2443 / 25.2 - 1540 / 15.9 - 608 6.3 0
COAST 8800 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 /
Group Avg. T for: X
Prelaunch 28.2 21.7 18.1 13.2 r
Max. Q 74.9 63.0 54.2 41.3
Max. Thrust 36.9 22.1 14.7 7.3 0
*Coast 27.5 20.0 20.0 20.1 0
*Would be zero, with proper electrical termination of defunct signals. n
0
0
Table 3. Powered Flight, Active Airframe Measurements 0
z
0
Sr
0
SIGNAL -
AS R TE; #; \uEE ***~***** APFRTUrE / PFCE'T 1F TOTAL. SAMPLES *********
NAME SA"PLES +/- I RIT +/- 2 ITS +/- 3 'ITS +/- 5 3ITS 5
PPLLAU C4- io; 301 3015 66 / 2.2 5 / 1.7 0 / 13 35 / 1.2 o
AX IU" M IL 1 5015 209 / 4.2 1(3 / 2.1 53 / 1.1 23 / .
rAx. THUST 2420 2 / .1 / 0 0 / 0 C / ,D
CCLS T  2200 0 / .0 0 / *0 0 / .C 0 / . 0
z
PFRELALUNC loo; 302; 3015 75 / 2.5 54 / 1.8 44 / 1.5 34 / 1.1
AXTMU " QL 5015 165 / 3.3 55 / 1.1 42 / .8 1 / .3
MAX. THRUST IL 2 2420 3 / .1 n / .0 0 / .C 0 / .0 z
CbAST . 2200 0 / 0 0 /- 0 0 / .0 / .
PRELAUNCL 100; 303; 3015 62 / 2.1 51 / 197 45 / 1.5 36 / 12
MAX!"Ur q 5015 136 / 2*7 67 / 1.3 31 / .6 14 / .3
MAX. TH-UST IL 3 2420 4 / .2 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .C
COAST 2200 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .C 0 / .0
PRELAUNCH.. 100; 310; 3015 134 / 4.4 11i / 3,8 103 / 3*4 ;5 / .
YAXIMUVM EL 1 5015 214 / 4.3 170 / 3.4 135 / 2.7 17 / .
MAX. THRUST---- 2420 0 / .0 0 / .0 - 0 / .0 0 / .>
CbA!T 2200 0 / 0 0 / O0 0 / .0 0 / .
Z
PPELAUNCH oo; 311; 3015 114 / 3.8 30 / 1.0 26 /- .9 19 / .6 a
MAXIMUM Q EL2 5015 291 / 5.8 191 / 3.8 137 / 2e7 55 / .1
MAX. THPUST 2420 2 / .1 / 91 0 / .0 0 / .0
CBAST 2200 0 / t0 0 / *0 0 / .0 0 / .0 Z
Group Avg. % for: r
Prelaunch 3.0 2.0 1.7 1.0 0
Max. Q 4.1 2.3 1.6 0.5
Max. Thrust 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 a
Coast 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0
00
0
0 T0Table 4. Powered Flight, Steering Ladder Outputs z
PHASE SRATE; NUMBER ********** APqTUr0P / PERCENT TOTAL SAM LE *******.** -
NAME SAMPLES +/- 1 FIT +/- 2 'iITS +/- 3 ITS +/- 5 ITS r
0
, PRELAUNC SC00;1179; 2412C 4 / .0 0 / *0 0 / CO 0 / .0
SMA1YMUM 43120 0 / 0 0 /" .0 0 / .C 0 / .0 r
nru, T'HUST TPS Bus Current 19360 58 / .3 -39 / ,2 31 / .P 17 / .I P
CLAT 17 60 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .C 0 / .C
0
PREL A J .t- 40C;2350; 12060 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 7 / *1
"l'"JA 1 2~~06C0 60 / 1*8 5 / *0 0 / *0 0 / .
MAX. T98'UST P/LAc680 149 / 1.5 16 / 2 7 / 1 2 /
C'ST Long. 8800 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0
PRELAUNCI 430;2351; 12C60 0 / .0 0 / .0 0/ 0 4 / .0 0
UAxIMU" 0 20060 1615 / 8.1 546-/ 2*7 308 / 1.5 R2 / .4
MAX. THIJST P/LAccel. 9680 366 / 3.8 3 / .0 3 / .0 C / .0
CtjAT Lat. 8800 0 / .0 / *0 0 / .0 0 / .0
PRELAUNC4 400;2352; 12060 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 171 / 1.4
MRxI MUM 0 P/LAccl 20060 4388 / 21.9 2480 / 12.4 1605 / 8.0 861 / 4.3
!AX. T!IUST 9680 476 / 4.9 46 / .5 12 / *1 0 / 0
ST Vert. 8800 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / *0 0 / *o
PPRELUNCU -- 400;3010; 12060 . 0 / - 0 0 /- 0 -- 0-/-- .0 C / .0
AY.YMU.M 1 20060 05 / 1.5 0 / .0 a / .0 C / .0 O
MAX. THRUSTT/C Press SA3 9680 0 / .0 0 / *0 0 / .0 0 / .0
CAST- -7.... s80 328 / 83*3 6 7 3q / 76.6 6628 /-- 75.3 6424 / 7'._ 3
PPEL'UJtNCH 400;3015; 12060 0 / .0 0 / .00 0 / .0 OMA>T'IMUQ - T/CPressSA1 20060 1 /.. .0 -0 / 0 0 / .0 C / .w
MAy. THFrUST 9680 2753 / 28.4 72' / 7.5 118 / 1C2 2C / P ,
COAST 8800 0 / .0 0 / 0 0 / .0 0 / .0
rFRELt NCu  400;3016; 12060 0 / ,0 0 / .0 0 / .0 C / .0 z
qr k/"U' Q T/C Press SA2 20060 19 / .1 0 / 0 0 / .0 / ..
MAX. T-:UST 9680 2039 ---211 44? / 4.6 63 / .7 20 / .2 r
CU.ST 8800 *4609 / 52.4 0 / .0 0 / *0 0 / * ,
Group Avg. % for: 
-
Prelaunch 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0
Max. Q 4.2 1.9 1.2 0.6 m
Max. Thrust 7.5 1.7 0.3 0.1 0
.Coast 17.0 9.6 9.4 9.1 0
*Coast
*Would be zero, with proper electrical termination of defunct signals. 0
Table 5. High Sample Rate Vehicle Measurements 0
z
n
0
I
* r
SIGNAL
SIGNASF RATE;L# fiER **** APFPTU: / PERCC,'T rF T"TAL SAMPLE; *****APLTE +/;- 1. ,'T +/- 2 FITS +1- 3 sITS +/- 5 :.!TS
NAME
FRLLAJNC 100c;351; 3015 0 / .0 0 / 0 0C / C /
MAXTMU" COD18 C015 0 / *0 0 / *0 0 / 0 / r
M AX. THIJST 2420 1 / *0 1 / ,0 1 / /
: T B/L2 2200 0 / 00 - " / 0 0 / .0
FRLLAJNeC 22;202; F03 31 / 5.1 3 / *0 0 / *C 0
Axl M U M - -15 Vdc Unreg. 1003 51 / E.i 0 / * 0 / *00 g
.!Ax. THRUST 484 67 / 13.8 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 /
Ct.ST 440 14 / 3.2 0 / *0 0 / *0 /
PRLLAUNC- 23o;203; 603 89 / 14.8 0 / a0 0 / 0
'AXIUI" ' +15 Vdc Reg. 1003 0 / 0 0 / .0 0 .0 r
MAX. THPUST - 4854 ----- 80 / 165- 0 I---- .0- O -0 0
CT 440 101 / 23.0 0 / *0 0 /
C / . >
PPELAUCP 20;208; 603 29 /-- 4.8 0 / .0 - 0 / 0C / .
MAXIMU 28 Vac. L 1003 90 / 90 0 / .0 0 / .0 0/ 1 0
AX. T4RUST 484 0 / 0 0 / t0 0 / 0 C / m
C AT 440 87 / 19.8 0 / .0 0 / 0 /
pRELAUNCW 100;2114; 3015 0 / *0 0 / *0 0 0 0 /
MAXIMUm I Temp. Guid. 5015 1 / 0 - 1 / . 0 /0  0
MAX. THRUST Truss MGC 2420 0 / *0 0/ .0 0 / 0 /
COAST 2200 0 / .0 0 / 0 0 / .0 0
PRLLAUNC4 20;2113; 603 0 / *0 0 / .0 0 / .0 - / ,.
MAYITUl" Q Temp. Guid. 1003 0 / *0 0 / .0 0/ .0 0 /
:MAX. TV'JST Truss IMU 484 / *0 - / *0 0 / *0 0 / .0 r
C.AST 440 0 / .0 0 / 0 0/ *0 0/ .0
Group Avg. % for: o
Prelaunch 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 W
Max. Q 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o
Max. Thrust 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
Coast 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
Table 6. Quiescent IGS Signals Throughout Flight 0I-
o!SIGNAL
PH SE RATE; #; NJ UBEF *,-9.,**** APFRT~RE / PERCF\IT 9F TBTAL SA"'PLES ****
NAME A~ PLEc +- 1 IT T +/- 2 ;)ITS +/- 3 BITS +/- 5 "tTSNAME
F ELAUrC 200;1587; (030 0 / .0 .0 0 / 0  C / .
h:A; T r~ T/C Press 10030 6 / .1 4 / *0 3 / .0 / .0 0
Nax. T -uST 10 YL 4C40 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 C / .s
CUAST 4400 0 / .0 n / .0 0 / .0 2 / "
PRELAKJ. 200;1577; 6030 2 / .0 ? / .0 2 / .0 ? / .0
AXTU T 10030 4 / 0 3 .0 2 / C 1 / .0 O
Ax. T-rUS T/C Press 4,840 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 /
C AST N1 PU 4400 46 / 1.0 37 / .8 31 / .7 ? / .5 m
PRELAUNCW 200;1579; 6030 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 / -
MATU T/Pre 10030 3 / .0 ? / .0 1 / 0 1/ C >
A'. TPUST N7 Press 4840 0 / .0 0 / .*0 0 / .0 / .
SCAST 4400 0 / 0 0 / ,0 0/ .0 / C
PRtEL ANC 2oc;1585; 6030 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / .0 0 / .0
SAXIU M  T/C Press 10030 4 / .0 - / .0 3 / .0 1 / >
;M AX. TH iST N4YR 4840 0 / .0 0 / *0 0 / 0 C / 0 0
CNT 4400 0 / .0 0 / 0 0 / .0 0 / .
PRELAUNCI- 100;385; 3015 0 / .0 . / 0 - 0 / .0 / .0-
i AX;UYM . ACS Discretes 5015 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 3 / .z
M AX. THPUST B/L 6 2420 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / / C
C AST 2200 23 / 1.0- 2  / .0 -- 23- / 1.0 P3 / 1.0
PRELAhuNCH 100; 391; 3015 0/ .0 0 / .0 0 / .0 0 / .0
MAX!MUW' ACS Discretes 5015 0 / .... / 0 0 / .0C 0 / .0 M
VAX* THQUST B/L 7 2420 0 / 0 0 / .0 0 / .0 / .0
C,~ beT 2200 18 / .8 1 / .8 18 / .8 18 / .8 r
Group Avg. % for: 0
Prelaunch 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0
Max. Q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Max. Thrust 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
Coast 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 M0
Table 7. Quiescent Signals only Active During Coast 0
0r0m
-I
SIGN:AL muAS. 3--PLE NUMBE >1 ?TT -0B TAO >2 zITS FqR TWe >1 BIT FR T-REE 0
NUMBE -. .RATE SA1PLE C' SEC. SA~'oLES CeNSEC. SAMPLES CBNSC. SAMPLES n
1180 PRELAONCH 20 603 90 / 14 , 57 / 9.9 71 / 11. 0
MAYIMU". 1003 169 / 16.8 95 / 9.5 123 / 12.3
MAY. IToST 484 83 / 17.1 33 / 6*. 49 / 10*1 E
CeAST 444 54 / 12*2 26 / 5*9 45 / 10.1
1181 PRcLAUNCLH 20 603 191 / 31.7 184 / '0.5 106 / i7* .
MAY!MU ~ 1003 292 / 2931 245 / 24.4 201 / 20E. >
MAY T-RUS- ... 484 195 / 430.3 155 / 32.3 131 / 27.1 z
CeAST 444 1?5 / 2 2? 103 / 3.? 8./ 9*. >
32' PRFLAUNC 4 20 603 90 / 14*9 0 / *0 1 / *2
MAY IM ' 1003 500 / 49.9 0 / .0 0 / *MAY, T~UST 8 1R / e' 0 / *$ 0 / .r
CeAST 444 C / .0 0 / .0 0 / C
222 PELA Cu 62 (03 26 / 4.3 8 / 1.3/
. MAyMU' r- 1C3 157 / 15.7 0 / .0 17 / 1.7
MAY, T4P:JST 4,- 39 / ,.1 0 / .8 a / 1,7 0
CAcT 44 68 / 15.3 0 / . 35 / 7.9
Group Avg. % m
for: z
Prelaunch 16.4 10.3 7.4
Max. Q 27.9 8.5 8.5 r
Max. Thrust 26.1 9.7 9.7
Coast 13.9 7.3 9.4 0
0
0
Table 8. Active IGS Measurements, Consecutive Logic 0
00
r
SIGAL P.4AS S,'PLW NU;.E. >1 FIT -CP T; >2 ITS FR Tifl >1 =IT F3R TrPlE E
NtJ'43Er? E4TE SAMe!PLS C9.3 C. SA'LES C3 •C. SADLES C',SEC. qAH'LES -
14 PRPELAU ,C 400 1206 500 / 12.4 1123 / 9"? 668 / 5.
MAX MU" 1 2006') 6907 / 34*4 5346 / P6.7 34C6 / 17.'
MA'. T~OST 9680 682 / 7.0 149 / 1.5 224 / 2.3 a
CAST S88" , 150 / 1.7 0 / .0 0 / *
1249 PRELAU4C 400 12C06" 1451 / 12.0 1,,40 / 8.6 903 / 7.5 0
MA U Y 206'. <619 / 28-0 3977 / 19.8 330 / 16. c
MAY* ThRUST 9680 2_6 9 / 23*~ 1538 / 15;9 1668 / 17*?
CBAST 8882 0/ .0 0/ 0 0/ AZ
125C' PRLAUKC 400 12306:; 1615 / 13.4 1340 11.1 873 / 7.2
MAY!MU' :2 2006 79q7 / 37.3 6363 / 11.7 4406 / 2.
MAY, T l;ST 9685 1625 / 16.8 717 / 7.4 8%6 / 9,
CBAST 888 1 / *0 1 / .0 2 / .C
1251 PRLAUNCH 4 00 12060 2036 / 16.9 1809 / 15.0 1281 / 10*6
MAVIU 2006 91 '0 / 43 3 8638 / 43.3 5992 / 29.0
MAY* THRUST 3682 ?322 / 33.3 2o63 / P7." 2132 / 22..)
C- 888 C / .;0 0 / ." 0 / .. .m
125? PR LAJ'C 00 O 12063 1939 1. ? 161 / 13.4 1136 / 9.4 0
MAYIMU'" 2006C P8 31 / 44. 8134 / 40
r5 5679 / 28 3 Z
MAe. TPUS"  9680 2432 / 25.1 1661 / 17.? 1640 / 1(*9
COAST 880 / 0 0 / / * n
z
Group Avg. % for: M
Prelaunch 14.0 11.5 8.0 >
Max. Q 38.0 32.4 22.7
Max. Thrust 21.1 13.9 13.5 0
*Coast 0.3 0.0 0.0 0
*Would be zero, with proper electrical termination of defunct signals.
0
Table 9. Active Airframe Measurements, Consecutive Logic
!f oF-
w 0
0
z
SIGIOAL oASE SAMPLE NUMN3E *** * MEjN / STALAA DFVIATIN * ***
NJ MER RATE SA. APLFS /- 1 IT +/- 2 .ITS +/- 3 BITS +/- 5 3ITSC
z
0 1180 PRFLAUNCw 20 603 4 / 3 5 / 5 12 / 15 42 / 63
MAYTMM n 1003 3 / 2 . / 4 11 / 13 4F / 123 m
MAv. TL"PiST 48. 3 / 2 / 9 52 / 128 53 / 128
O CST 444 4 / 3 7 / 8 16 / 20 31 / 43
1181 PRPLAUN 20 603 1/ 0 1 / 0 1 /i 1 3/ 3
SMAXTMUM l  1003 1 / 0 1 / 0 1 / 0 3 / 2
MAY. T.,jUST 484 1 / -0 1 / . 0 1 / 1 2 / 1
CaST 444 1/ C 2 1 3 2 3/ 3 a
322 PRFLAuNC 20 603 2 / 4 4 / 59 603 / 603 / 0
MAXIMU" ) 1-003 2 / C 1F4 / 258 1003 / 0 1003 / 0
MAY. THRUST 484 2 / C 21 / 38 484 / 0 484 / 0 >
CeAST 444 17 / 23 444 / 0 444 / 0 444 / 0C 0
2
228 PRFLAUNC-4 20 603 3 / 7 5 / 11 613 / 0 603 / 0
MAY!MUO m 1003 2 / 1 100G / 0 1003 / 0 1003 / 0 M
MAY* ThpLST 484 2 / 2 7/ 16 484 / 0 . 484 / 0 z
C -ST 444 1 1 ? ./ 1 3 / 4 444 / C0
r
-I0A
0
0
Table 10. Active IGS Measurements, Statistics
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 20
0 A B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 A B9 B10 B11 C1 C2 C3 C4 D1 A B1
20 B2 B8 A B9 - Bll D2 D6 A B1 -- B3
40 B4 B4 - B8 A B9 -- B11 C1 C4 El A B1 B5
60 B6 - B8 A B9 - Bll D7 D8 D9 E2 E3 A B1 B7
80 B8 A B9 - B11 C1 C4 D1 A B1 B8 A
100 B9 - B11 D2 D6 A B1 B8 A B9 B10
120 B11 C1 C4 E4 A B1 B8 A B9 -- B11 E5
140 D7 - D9 E6 A B1 B8 A B9 - B11 C1 - C3
160 C4 D1 A B1 B8 A B9 - B11 D2 D6
180 A B1 B8 A B9 - Bll Cl C4 E7 A B1
200 B2 B8 A B9 - B11 D7 D9 E8 A B1 - B3
220 B4 B8 A B9 - B11 C1 - C4 D1 A B1 B5
240 B6 - B8 A B9 - B11 D2 D6 A B1 B7
260 B8 A B9 - B11 Cl C4 A Bi B8 A
280 B9 - B11 D7 - D9 A B1 B8 A B9 B10
300 B11 C1 C4 Dl A Bl B8 A B9 - B11 D2
320 D3 D6 A B1 B8 A B9 --- B11 C1 C3
340 C4 A B1 B8 A B9 - B11 D7 D9
360
Where
A = 1 - 800 samples per second
B 1 - B11 = 11 - 400 samples per second
C1 - C4 = 4 - 200 samples per second
D1 - D9 = 9 - 100 samples per second
El - E8 = 8 - 30 samples per second
Spares
Table 11. Format of Signals Sampled
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 20
0 0 0 , 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0 0
20 0 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
40 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0 0 3
60 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 2 3 4 0 0 3 12 20
80 27 0 32 41 43 0 0 3 12 30 27 0
100 32 41 43 0 - 0 1 1 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41
120 43 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0
140 2 3 4 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0 0
160 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0 - 0 1 1
180 0 0 3 12 20, 27 0 32 41 43 0 0 10 0 0
200 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 2 3 4 24 0 - 0
220 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0 0 3
240 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0- 0 1 1 0 0 3 12 20
260 27 0 32 41 43 0 0 0 0 3 12 20 27 0
280 32 41 43 2 3 4 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41
300 43 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0
320 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 0 - 0
340 0 0 0 3 12 20 27 0 32 41 43 2 3 4
360
Where
A = 0
B1- B11 = 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 12, 20, 27, 32, 41, 43
C1- C4 = 0
D1 - D9 = 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4
El - E8 = 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 24
Spare
Table 12. Percent of Transmitted Data
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SAMPLE PERCENT SAMPLE PROBABILITY OF AVERAGE STRING
SIZE (n) NOT TRANSMITTED STRING = n OF ZEROS
5 100 100.0 5.00
6 97 97.0 5.97
7 88 85.0 6.85
8 80 68.0 7.63
10 73 50.0 8.82
11 68 34.0 9.56
12 59 20.0 10.05
23 57 11.0 11.47
24 97 11.0 12.85
25 88 10.0 14.06
26 80 7. 8 15.00
28 73 5.7 15.74
29 68 3.9 16.25
30 59 2.3 16.57
34 57 1.3 16.80
35 99 1.3 17.03
41 99 1.3 17.34
42 97 1.2 17.64
43 88 1.1 17.92
44 80 0.9 18.15
46 73 0.6 18.32
47 68 0.4 18.44
48 59 0.3 18.53
59 57 0.1 18.57
60 97 0.1 18.61
61 88 0.1 18.65
62 80 0.1 18.69
64 73 0.1 18.74
65 68 0.05 18.77
66 59 0.03 18.78
67 57 0.02 18.79
68 98 0.02 18.80
69 97 0.02 18.81
77 96 0.02 18.82
78 97 0.01 18.83
79 88 0.01 18.83
80 80' 0.01 18.84
82 73 0.01 18.84
83 68 0.005 18.85
Table 13. String Length Calculations
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APPENDIX B
LEVEL I THEORY
1. 0 DESCRIPTION OF LEVEL I
1.1 Level I Algorithm
Level I encoding of binary digital data is applicable to amplitude-, frequency-, and phase-
modulation systems as well as baseband systems. This appendix discusses the analysis
of baseband systems employing Level I encoding. The methods utilized and the con-
clusions drawn may be expected to be applicable with some modifications to modulation
systems.1
In the baseband case, the information is encoded by causing transitions between two
voltage levels at times determined by the encoding algorithm. To facilitate the discussion,
consider the Level I encoder to put out an analog voltage v(t) that is either +V or -V.
(See Figure 1.)
v(t)
+V--BINARY LEVEL I t
SOURCE ENCODER
Figure 1. - Level I Encoding
The binary source produces a logic 1 or 0 every T seconds. (The information rate is 1/T
bits per second.) Now consider the time domain to be divided into cells (called bit cells)
of length T seconds. The binary source associates a 1 or a 0 with each bit cell. The Level I
encoder causes a transition between voltage levels ±V to occur at the beginning or at the
middle of each bit cell, or no transition to occur, according to the following algorithm.
1 Bennett, W.R. & Davey, J.R., Data Transmission, McGraw-Hill, N.Y. 1965, Chpt. 7-10
and particularly Chpt. 11.
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1. To encode the first bit cell (starting in either level with x representing either a
0 or a 1)?
(i) If the first three source bits are 11x or 000, encode a transition at the beginning
of the bit cell.
(ii) If the first three source bits are 10x, encode a transition at the middle of the
bit cell.
(iii) If the first three source bits are 01x or 001, encode no transition.
2. To encode the kt h bit cell (k 2 2):
a. If the (k-1)s t bit cell had no transition, apply the rules 1(i) through 1(iii) to source bits
k, k+1, k+2.
b. If the (k-1)s t bit cell had a transition at the middle of the cell, encode no transition.
c. If the (k-1)s t bit cell had a transition at the beginning of the cell,
(i) If source bits k, k+l, k+2 are 1xx, encode no transition.
(ii) If source bits k, k+l, k+2 are 00x, encode a transition at the middle of the
bit cell.
With one exception, these rules accomplish the encoding of transitions according to the
information contained in pairs of source bits (with the appropriate constraints so that the
information is encoded one-to-one). The exception is that three successive O's are made
to cause a transition at the beginning of the bit cell and another transition at the middle of
the next bit cell. This exceptional encoding is provided to assure transitions in the encoded
bit stream when a long string of O's is present. With this one exception, the rules cause a
transition at the beginning of the bit cell if the source pair is 11, a transition at the middle
of the bit cell is the source pair is 10, and no transition if the source pair is 01 or 00.
Except for the three O's case, the constraint prevents transitions from occurring in
successive bit cells. An example of a Level I encoded bit stream is given in Figure 2.
v(t)
SOURCE 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
DATA +V
LEVEL I BIT - -- , - -t
STREAM -V
LOGICAL n- m- n+ m+ n- e- m+ n- e- n+ m+ n- n- m-
CHARACTER- T
IZATION
R75-34 Figure 2. Level I Encoding, Example B-2
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1.2 Level I Probabilities
The Level I encoded bit stream will be analyzed as a stochastic process. The joint pro-
babilities characterizing the process will be computed from the statistics of the binary
source data and the Level I encoding algorithm. For this purpose, each encoded bit cell
may be logically characterized as having an edge transition (e), a mid transition (m), or
no transition (n) (as described in the algorithm), and, as having been in the upper level (+)
or the lower level (-) at the beginning of the bit cell. (See Figure 2). (The analog signal v(t)
making square transitions between voltage levels ±V, as in Figure 2, was introduced as a
convenience in visualizing Level I and is not required to identify its statistical properties.)
The notation p(o, k) with a = e, m, or n, and$ = ±, will be used for the probability that the
k th encoded bit cell is in the state o. For example, p(e+, 17) is the probability that the
1 7 th bit cell has had encoded an edge transition beginning from the upper level. Similarily,
the notation p(af, k; 0 '',, k+1;...... ; t(s) (s), k + s) is used for the joint probabilities,
and p(an) (n+1), k + n + 1; ...... ; s) , k + s J a A, k; a', k + 1 ;.....;
() (n),
a (n) (n), k + n) for the conditional probabilities. The latter is the probability that the
k + n + 1s t  k+ st h bit cells are in the states a +) (n+) ...... +s) (n+s)
given that the kth, , k + n th bit cells are known to be in the states aft, ... , a( n)
respectively.
Throughout this analysis, it is assumed that the O's and l's of the binary source occur with
equal probability and that the information bits are statistically independent. In the case of
statistically independent source data, the Level I algorithm makes it clear that the Level I
bit stream is a Markov process because the content of the k th encoded bit cell depends only
on the content of the (k-1)s t . The conditional probability introduced above then satisfies the
equation.
p(a(n+l) (n ,+l ) , k+ n+ 1; ... ; a(s) (s ) , k+s ~o,k; a 3, k+1;.. .; n) (n), k+ n)
= p(a(nl1) (nl), k+n +1;......; a(s) ( s ) , k+ s a(n)(n), k + n) (1)
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Finally, it is assumed that the starting time has receded to minus infinity so that the
Level I bit stream may be analyzed as a stationary process. In that case p(a ) may be
written for p(c 0, k), p (a~, a , ... , a(s) (s)) for
p(a k; ...... t a(s) (s), k + s), and p( a(n+1) (n+1),*, 
(s)gs) I n) pn)
for p(a (n+1) ,(n + l) k+ n+1 ;......;a(s) (s), k+s (n) 
(n )
, k+ n).
Stationary Markov processes are completely characterized by p(ap) and the conditional
probability p(a'P' Iag), which is the probability that the bit cell in question is in the state
a1' given that the previous bit cell was known to be in the state 
aS. This fundamental
conditional probability p(a'' (a S) may be thought of as the transition probability from one
bit cell to the next. To emphasize this interpretation, it is given the special 
notation
p(O I a) q( , , ) (2)
All the joint and conditional probabilities for the stationary Markov process may be written
in terms of p(a p ) and q (a , a' f ). As an example, it may easily be shown that the
sth order joint probability may be written
Sp( ,. , As) 1(s)) = (')q(a ,a)d q( ' ' ").**. q(ag(s-1) 
(s-1),s) (s)
(3)
The values of the transition probability matrix elements may be determined by inspection
using the Level I algorithm and the statistical independence and equi-probability 
of the
source l"s and 0"s. They are
e+ m+ n+ e- m- n- a
I (4)
q(-----l--------------------- (4)
e- 0 1/3 2/3 0 0 0
m- 0 0 1 0 0 0
n- 0 0 0 3/8 1/4 3/8
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To find the values of p(a ), it may be observed that p and q satisfy the equation
Z p(a ) q ((Y8, a $ ) = p(a ') (5)
This equation may be obtained as a limiting form of the Smoluchowski equation. 2
The values of the elements of p obtained on solving Eq. (5) are
e+ " 3/28
m+ 3/28
n+ 2/7
p ( ap ) = e- 3/28 (6)
m- 3/28
n- 2/7
1.3 The Probability of Sampling Next to a Transition
In the system studied in Section 2 of this Appendix, the received Level I encoded wave train
is first passed through a filter and then sampled in the middle of each half bit cell to de-
termine which level the signal is in. The filter of Section 2 causes considerable rounding
of the transitions (see Figure 2 where square transitions are shown) so that the sample
values (in the absence of noise) are ± 1/2 V rather than ±V if the sample is taken adjacent
to a transition. It is, therefore, of interest to compute the probability that a given sample
is taken next to a transition.
Each half of the bit cell must be considered separately. For samples made in the middle of
the first half of a bit cell, the information is contained in p(oo). The sample is adjacent
2. M.C. Wang and G.E. Uhlenbeck, Rev. Mod. Phys. 17, 323 (1945). Reprinted in
Wax, "Selected Papers on Noise and Stochastic Processes," Dover, 1954. - Take the
limit s -, b in Eq. (13) and use the discrete form of Eq. (4). (Note that Wang and
Uhlenbeck use a sinistral convention in writing conditional probabilities, whereas I
use a dextral convention except for q.)
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to a transition if there was an edge or a mid transition; otherwise it is not. Therefore
Pr (adjacent) = p(e+) + p(m+) + p(e-) + p(m-) = 3/7 (7)
lsthalf
For samples made in the middle of the second half of a bit cell, p(oa, a ) is required.
The sample is adjacent a transition if a mid transition occurred in the first bit cell
(assuming the sample was taken in the first bit cell) or if an edge transition occurred in
the second bit cell. The probability is, therefore
Pr (adjacent) = p(m+, n-) + p(m-, n+) + p(n+, e+) + p(n-, e-) (8)
2 nd half
Using Eqs. (3), (4), and (6), the values of p(aO, a r ) are found to be
e+ m+ n+ e- m- n-
e+ 0 0 0 0 1/28 1/14
m+ 0 0 0 0 0 3/28
n+ 3/28 1/14 3/28 0 0 0
p(a a' ') = ------------------------------------ (9)
e- 0 1/28 1/14 0 0 0
m- 0 0 3/28 0 0 0
n- 0 0 0 13/28 1/14 3/28
Thus
Pr (adjacent) = 3/7 (10)
2nd half
Therefore, the result that will be used in Section 2 is that the sampler will measure
± 1/2 V (in the absence of noise) 3/7 of the time and ± V 4/7 of the time.
2.0 ANALYSIS OF A LEVEL I SYSTEM
2.1 Description of the Delco Laboratory System
The system analyzed in this section corresponds closely to the system operating in the
Delco laboratory. The system is shown in block diagram form in Figure 3.
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BINARY LEVEL I SIGNAL TRANSMITTING
SOURCE ENCODER GENERATOR FILTER
LINE
LEVEL I THRESHOLD RECEIVING +
DECODER COMPARER SAMPLER FILTER + NOISE
Figure 3. Delco Laboratory System - Idealized
The main idealization in the block diagram is that the actual system contains additional
elements for clock alignment and baseline stabilization between the receiving filter and
the sampler. Their effect on performance is neglected in this analysis, and perfect clock
alignment and baseline stabilization are assumed.
The first three blocks of Figure 3 correspond to the two blocks of Figure 1. In Figure 3,
the Level I encoder puts out a logical characterization, while the signal generator puts out
the actual analog wave train such as is shown in Figure 2. The transmitting filter, line,
and receiving filter cause a rounding of the square transitions shown in Figure 2, and it
is the function of the sampler and threshold comparer to square the wave up so that it
may be Level I decoded. The samples are taken in the center of each half-bit cell and
compared against a zero threshold.
When the line imposes a bandwidth restriction and it is desired to transmit information at
the highest rate consistent with that restriction (which is the usual application of Level I),
the information rate, 1/T, is chosen to be the Nyquist rate; namely, twice the bandwidth
of the line. The receiving filter is then chosen to have the same bandwidth (1/2T) so as to
maximize the output signal-to-noise ratio. The transmission filter is usually omitted.
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2.2 The System to be Analyzed - Notation
To define the system to be analyzed, the signals generated together with the transfer func-
tions of the various filters of Figure 3 are specified. The signals and transfer functions
are not (necessarily) chosen to correspond to those actually used in the laboratory, but
rather are chosen to optimize the output signal-to-noise ratio at fixed transmitted power
and to minimize intersymbol interference. This approach allows more general conclusions
to be drawn from the results than would otherwise be the case. The method followed is
that of Sunde (which generalizes earlier work of Nyquist) as described in Bennett and Davey
(Footnote 1, Chapter 7).
For this analysis, the simplified block diagram of Figure 4 provides an adequate repre-
sentation of the system.
NOISE
LEVELI TRANSMITTER + X> 0
SOURCE FILTER SAMPLE COMPARE
Figure 4. Simplified Block Diagram
The block marked "Level I Source" combines the binary source and the Level I encoder of
Figure 3. Its output is a sequence of logical symbols characterizing the Level I coded in-
formation stream. For the present purposes, it is more convenient to use a different
logical characterization than that shown in Figure 2 (that is, the characterization by
a = e, m, or n; f= + or -). Each half-bit cell (of length T/2) is, therefore, assigned a +1
or a -1 depending on whether the voltage of Figure 2 is in the upper or the lower level
during that half-bit cell. The +1 or -1 of the kth half-bit cell is given the notation sk.
Then the complete Level I encoded bit stream may be logically characterized by the
sequence sk , k = ...... , -1,0,1,2,...... The joint probabilities of a sequence sk
may be determined easily from the joint probabilities of Section 1.
The block marked transmitter represents the signal generator, transmitting filter, and
line of Figure 3. These functions may be lumped together without loss of generality.
The transmitter is considered to put out a signal pulse or its negative in each half-bit cell
depending on whether sk is +1 or -1 in that half-bit cell. (The individual signal pulses
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extend beyond the boundaries of the half-bit cells, of course, because the system is band-
width limited). In setting up a notation for the signal pulses, it is convenient to relocate
the time origin so that t = 0 occurs at the middle of the first half of a bit cell. (See Figure
2 where t = 0 is at a bit cell boundary.) Among other (notational) advantages, this reloca-
tion allows the sample points to occur at t = k , with k taking on integral values. The
notation s(t) will be used for a (positive) pulse occurring in the zeroth half-bit ce1l. The
pulse occurring in the kt h half-bit cell then becomes sks(t - k ), and an expression for
the whole transmitted wave, S(t), is
ODT ()
S(t)= sks(t- k )
k= -co
To illustrate this notation, the data of Figure 2 are redrawn in Figure 5 for a typical s(t),
logically characterized by sk and with s(t - k I ) shown in the zeroth and the eleventh
bit cells.
s(t) -s(t) +a(t-11 _)
II I I I I I I
AdIU
S k I I --..
-1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -11+1+1 +1 -1 -1 -1+1+1 +1 +1+1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1+1
Figure 5. Typical Transmitted Wave (Figure 2 Data)
Note that symmetrical pulses have been drawn. Following the treatment in Bennett and
Davey (Reference 1), the analysis assumes symmetrical pulses s(t) = s(-t) and works with
nonrealizable filters. This does not entail any loss of generality since the equivalent sys-
tem function could be approached arbitrarily closely using realizable filters with
sufficient delay
The noise injected between the transmitter and the receiving filter is taken to be white
with unilateral spectral density N . That is, if the noise voltage injectedis N(t), its mean
and autocorrelation functions are
E [N(t) ] = 0
N
2R t-t')34 E [N(t) N(t')] B- 6 (t-t')
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The impulse response function of the receiving filter is called h(t), and the filter output
for a given input is designated by affixing a subscript 1 to the input function. Thus, cor-
responding to the single pulse input s(t), the wave train S(t) and the noise voltage N(t) are
the outputs oD
sl(t) fdt' h(t -t') s(t')
-o
O
Sl(t )  ; d t ' h(t - t') S(t') (13)
-ao
0
Nl(t ) - d t ' h (t - t') N(t')
-o
It follows from Eq. (11) that
O T (14)
Sl(t) = sk S1 (t-k -)(14)
k= - ao
and from Eq. (12) that
E [N1'(t) ] = 0 (15)
RN(t - t') =E [N1(t) N1(t' Idt' h(t - t") h (t' - t")
-03
To summarize all this notation, the block diagram of Figure 4 is redrawn and the functions
defined listed on the appropriate part of Figure 6.
N(t), WHITE, NO
LEVELI sk S(t) = Sl(t) + N1 Wt12
TRANSMITTER + h(t) >0
I sk s(t-k T) Sk l(t-k + N1 (t)
k=oo 2 k=-oo
Figure 6. Notation Summary
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It is convenient in some stages of the analysis to work in the frequency domain. Let x(t)
represent any of the functions of time defined above. The. Fourier transform of x(t) is
called x (w) and is defined by the relations
OD
X(W) t e - i t x(t)
-ac (16)
00
-c
x(t) = - e x (O)2_0
-w>
The Fourier transforms of Eq. (11) - (15) are
wT
co -ik
S() = () S e (11')
_ N
o (12')
s ( w) = h((4 s (W)
(13')
s(W) = §( (W)
wT
o -ik
S 1(W) = s1w)kZ  sk e 2 (14')
k= "co
(w)= i() 12 (15')
R (w) and Rl(w) are, of course, the power spectral densities of N(t) and N1 (t), respectively.
E (w) is referred to as the receiving filter transfer function.
2.3 Optimum Signal Pulses and Filter
As mentioned before, the transmitted signal pulse s(t) and the receiving filter transfer
function of the systemto be analyzed are chosen to maximize the output signal-to-noise
ratio at fixed transmitted power and to minimize intersymbol interference. Following
Nyquist, the output single pulse spectrum 5l(w) is chosen to be a raised cosine of band-
width 1/2T. That is,
1 2 wT 2lwl
1( )  VT cos 4 T (17')
21T0 ; >( 7')
B-11
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or equivalently,
1 sin 2t/T
slt) = V (17)
2t/T [1-(2t/T) 2
This choice does not completely eliminate intersymbol interference with respect to samples
taken in the middle of each half-bit cell (at t = k T/2); however, since
1 T 1
sl(0)= V; s 1 (± ) V; (18)
s 1 (k) 0; k+ 0, ±1
it prevents intersymbol interference except between neighboring samples. For a Level I
system such as the laboratory system in which (1) the received wave train is squared up
by sampling in the midde of each half-bit cell and comparing this value against a threshold,
and (2) information is sent along a bandlimited channel at the Nyquist rate, the intersymbol
interference cannot be reduced further.
Eq. (18) shows the meaning of the normalization constant V. If the nearest neighbors of
a given half-bit cell both have pulses of the same sign, the nearest neighbor contributions
add, and the sampled value is iV. If the nearest neighbors of the given half-bit cell have
pulses of the opposite sign, their contributions subtract leaving the bit cell's sampled value
of ± 1/2 V. (See the comments at the beginning of Section 1.3.) This normalization is
different from that suggested by the labeling of Figure 2, which implies that +V are the
actual levels in the transmitted signal train. In the present convention, ± V are the levels
(steady state after a long string of +1s or -1 s ) after filtering by the receiving filter. This
normalization is more convenient and, in any case, Section 2.5 shows how to express V
in terms of both the average and the peak transmitted power.
With regard to the optimum receiving filter transfer function, Sunde has shown (Reference 1,
Chapter 7) that, with respect to samples taken at the middle of the half-bit cells, the maxi-
mum signal-to-noise ratio (with a white noise input) is obtained by choosing
I (() I - s() I (19)
The normalization constant can be chosen so that the filter has unity gain at zero frequency,
and the phase characteristic can be chosen for convenience. Note that if the normalization
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and phase were chosen so that h (W4 = S (w) the statement in the time domain would be
h(t) = s(-t). Thus it is seen that Sunde's result is just a generalization of the matched
filter to the case where the signal pulses have nonvanishing values outside their own half-
bit cells. The optimum receiving filter (to within a nonessential normalization and phase
characteristic) is, therefore, just a filter matched to the transmitted signal pulse function s(t).
From Eq, (13') and (19) it may be inferred that
sl(w) - I h(w) 12 (20)
We therefore choose (see Eq. (17') )
li(w) = cos T ; I (21)T (21)
T27
Eq. (13'), (17'), and (19) then give
1 wT 217
s () = VT cos s ; j I <2 4 T (221)(22')2n0 ; >
or equivalently
1 4 cos 2 7t/T
s(t) i 2 (22)
s [1- (4t/T) ]
This completes the specification of the system. To summarize, raised cosine spectra
pulses were selected for the output pulses out of the receiving filter to minimize intersymbol
interference, and the receiving filter was matched to the transmitted pulse shape to maxi-
mize the sampled output signal-to-noise ratio. To list these results in a form for convenient
reference, Figure 6 is redrawn and labeled accordingly in Figure 7.
2.4 Sampling Theorems
As indicated in Figure 7, the wave trains before and after filtering can be expressed in
the forms
2T T
4 sin T t- k (2 ))S(t)= VI sk t )](23)2 k= -co k
5 -4(t - k )
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LEVEL I
SOURCE
Sk
NoNo co < 2irNo 2 2 2
TRANSMITTER N(t) 0 ;1> T
SCtos t ;WI <1 - S(t) + N() t = k 0
2" T 0; |wl > T2 T
os (t-k ) sin (t-k + N(t)
k- [ 4k= 1-( (k-) k=-oo (t-k ) [1- (T(t-k) )2
Figure 7. Section 2 Level I System
and 2 T
S 1 IV S (24)
L ske
k= -c 2 T 2 T
T 2T 2
In this subsection, a number of sampling theorems are derived to enable these series to
be summed, yielding simple analytic expressions for S(t) and S1(t) whenever the series
L sk ek= -c)
can be summed. The development of these sampling theorems proceeds as follows.
First, the sequence {sk is represented by a discrete Fourier transform of minimum
period T. 2n7/T
do 2
s f e f (0W)k 2 -ik
-2/T (25)
oT
o ik TT 2
f (W) 
- 5 k e
k = -co
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Then the function f(t) is defined according to
27/T
f (t) f o -it f(w) (26)
-21T/T
T
f(t) is simply a (convenient) analog function that goes through the points sk at t = k and
contains no frequencies higher than 1/T. That is
f(k ) = (27)
It may be constructed by associating the values sk with the middle of each half-bit cell and
then drawing the smoothest curve through the points. (See Figure 8.)
f(t) 
i i I i t I I I I iSk f (k i)- g
Figure 8. The Function f(t) (Figure 2 Data)
The usual sampling theorem may now be obtained by substituting Eq. (25) for f (w) into
Eq. (26) and doing the w integration. The result is
21T T
co sin - (t - k -)
f(t) = F sk  21 T (28)
k=-do T (t -k )
Eq. (28)is usually thought of as an analytical representation of a function f(t) that contains
no frequency components higher than 1/T in terms of its sample values,where the samples
are spaced T/2 seconds apart. Here, it is regarded as the formula for an analog function
containing no frequencies higher than 1/T that has been constructed to have the property
f(k2) = sk
The next step is to express S(t) and S1 (t) of Eq. (23) and (24) in terms of the function f(t)
so constructed. To obtain a formula for S(t) in terms of f(t), note that (from Eq. (28))
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, cos (t - k TT T 2 (29)
k= -m 2 T T T
-(t - k ~ )
After algebraic manipulation
2K TTo cos - (t - k )
f(t+)+ f(t-) = k 4 2 (30)
k= -oD 1 t-k 2
Comparing with Eq. (23) yields
1 T T (31)S(t) = V [f(t ++ +f(t- ) 1 (31)
Similarly, to obtain a formula for S1 (t) in terms of f(t), note that
27 T
c sin -(t - k~ ) .T T 2 (32)
2 k 21 T T
k= -ok 2T (t-k ± )
After somewhat more algebra, the result is
2( T
c sin (t - )
1 T 1 T T 2(33)
f 2 2 k)+ f(t) + ( -T T 1 2 (33)2 _ 7 = /2.T 2 1
Then comparing with Eq. (24)
I V [I T (t) +.I f(34)
S(t ) =  V f (t+ )+ f (t)+ f(t-
The sampling theorems just derived, namely Eq. (28), (30), and (33), are not directly
applicable to the analysis of Manchester biphase. To obtain sampling theorems that are,
Eq. (25) is used to define a function f'(t) according to
47/T
f' 1 ( d e-'Wt f(w) (35)f'(t) f 21T
-47/T
which satisfies
f' (k T )= k
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Thus f' (t) is an analytic function that goes through the points sk at t = k ,but it contains
frequency components as high as 2/T according to the prescription of Eq. (35) used in
conjunction with Eq. (25). The three sampling theorems that may be derived in terms of
f'(t) are
47t T
co sin- (t -k- )
f'(t) =  ; sk  (37)
k= -co  4T T
T (t - k - )
47T T
o cos T (t - k:)
f'(t+T)+f'(t--8)= Z 8 t (38)
k=-m k - (t - k - ) 24 T
1T co sin L-(t - k)2f (t+) f'(t) +ft- = Sk T (39)
4 2= sk 2 (39)k= -co 4 7 T 4 (t-k2) 1 - ((t-k) 2
2.5 Level I Wave Trains; Transmitted Power
Valuable insights into the nature of the Level I link may be obtained by using the sampling
theorems of Section 2.4 to get analytic expressions for S(t) and Sl(t) in various special
cases. The simplest case to analyze is that in which the original binary source produces
all O's resulting in transitions in the Level I bit stream every 1-1/2 bits. For this case,
3T
f(t), S(t), 3T dt S(t)2 , and S1 (t)
0
may then be computed.
CASE 1 - Transitions every 1-1/2 bits.
sk
I: I I,
e I * * ! 1 *  I *0 I*I I, , I I i
Figure 9. Case 1 Bit Stream
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For this case,
s 3= 3 + 1 +2(1 ; = ... , -1,09,1,],...... (40)
Therefore Ti3 i(3f+1 i(3f+2) 2 WTT 132 ie(3 2+1}- (32 +2 )
Ta ik T c  (-I) 2 e +e2
f () = s k e = 2k=-aco k=-oo (41)
Jr 3o T
2 +e +e. (-1) e
) i 3 Tfo ii
The series _ (-1) e 2 may be summed according to the following method:
f=-a
N-1
S i 3 T lim. 3 T3T iH f lim. 22 N-O if ( _ (+ TT 2 3f
= (-1) e = N-+ e e2 2 N-i
= -co N odd =-(
N- 3wT r- +3T 3lim. 3T -i (2 + ) (N-1) T
= N o e + e +... +e
N odd 2 2
N- 30 T iN ( + )lim. 3T 2 ( +) - e 2
= N-o 2 e i ( 3 '-1 +I) (42)N odd 1-e 2
lim. sinN ( 3T+ 7/2)3T 4
Nodd 3wT
sin ( 4 + /2)
The diffraction grating amplitude function 3T/2 sin N (3w T/4 + 1/2) (x) [sin(3wT/4 + r/2)]- 1
has principal maxima at 3wT/4 + T/2 = n7, where n is an integer. In terms of c4 the
maxima occur at w= (2n-1) 2IT/3T. In the limit as N goes to infinity, the function becomes
a series of delta functions at these points. The normalization is determined by the normaliza-
tion integral
B-18R75-34
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27
(2n-1) -T + E
lim. d N / 27 (43)N 2 csin + 7
22
(2n-1) 3- -E3T
Therefore, the result for the series is
co it a
3T r o(-1) e 2 =27 6[W- (2n-1 (44)
2 f OD n= 3Tn= -a
which, with Eq. (41), gives the result for the discrete Fourier transform of sk; namely
oWT
f(w) = ~ + e 2 iWT 27 E 6 [w- (2n-1)
n= -0 (45)
2n
=
1 7  
+ooo ( ei(2 n- 1 ) 1)/3 -) [ - (2n-1) ]
=27 1+e +e 53T
n -c
Using the relation
i(2n-1)iT/3 i(2n-1l) 27/3 1 - ei(2n - 1 ) T  2
1 + e + e = i(2 n- 1 ) 1/3 ei(2n-1)7/3 (46)
1-e 1-e
Eq. (45) can be written in the form
00 2/3 2]) = 2 6 [w- (2n - 1) (47)
f(w)217 C i(2n-1) 1/3 3T
The next step is the computation of f(t) using Eq. (26). The result is
s2 5 1 it + 1 sin( t + 7/22 3 1 k
f(t) + (48)(t)3 sin /6 + 3 sin 7T/2
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The factor multiplying the second term is 1/3 rather than 2/3 because the delta function
has only been integrated halfway into. That this is the right thing to do may be checked
using summability procedures similar to those used in deriving Eq. (44).
Finally, Eq. (31) and (33) may be used to determine S(t) and S1 (t). The results are
2 1 21 t +
S(t) - V cot 7/6 sin + - (49)3 3T 6
S1 (t) = V cot V/6 cos /6 sin + (50)
The average power in the wave train of Eq. (49) is
3T
3T dt S(t)2  3 V2  (51)
In cases 2-6 below, similar results are summarized for transitions every two bit cells
through transitions every four bit cells (Figures 10 - 14).
CASE 2 - Transitions every 2 bits.
k
S - I , I
Figure 10. Case 2 Bit Stream
= = s 1 s = (-1) ; = ...... , -1,0,1,2,... (52)
1 sin 1 /8t 1 sin +3/8)
f (t) = I + - (53)2 sin I/8 2 sin 31T/8
S(t) =1 V cot 7/8 sin 2T + 7T/8) + cot - sin 3T-+ 7 (54)
R75-34 2 B-28 2T
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4T
I fdt S(t)2 = V2 (55)
O
1 7 .t T 3 1 3 T . t 37S (t) = - V cot cos - sin- + - + cot - cos - sin + -T (56)1 2 8 2T 8 8 8 2T8
For Cases 3-6, only the average transmitted power and Sl(t) are listed, since S(t) and
f(t) are rather simply related to S1 (t) as in Cases 1 and 2.
CASE 3 - Transitions every 2-1/2 bits.
Sk
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 O l *I
1 1 ' 'I* I i I I*
Figure 11. Case 3 Bit Stream
s5 = 5. = s5+ 2 = s5 = s 4 = (- ; = ... , -1, 0,1,2, ... (57)51 1 522 523 524
s(t) V cot cos sin (2- + cot3 0- o3 - -It +- (59)1' 5 10 10 5T 10 10 10 5T 10
CASE 4 - Transitions every 3 bits.
Sk
I I I t I
Figure 12. Case 4 Bit Stream
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S 6f+ ~ 5  f f ... (60)6 = .. = s1+s = (-1) = .. -1,0,1,2,... (60)
6T
6T dt S(t)2 = V 2 (61)
S 1(t) = V cot cos 1 sin + 7/12 + cot 1cos sin + T/4
(62)
F15 . 5 3 It 5 5rtT
12 f12 3T 12+ cot T4"co" r
CASE 5 - Transition every 3-1/2 bits
Sk
S.I . ** I II I I I ,
I II
Figure 13. Case 5 Bit Stream
7T
1 dt S(t)2  6 V2  (63)
O
2 [ (2l t 37 3776. t 3#
Sl7(t)= V o 4 cos i 7 + cotl 4 cos1 4 sn +14
(64)
5 r 5v. /10w t 5 #
+ cot cos sin +"14 14 7T 14
CASE 6 - Transition every four bits
sk
I II I
Figure 14. Case 6 Bit Stream
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8T
8T t S(t) 2 = 2 (65)8T J8
O
3 3 . 37 t 3S V 7cot cos - sin 4T + cot cos 9 si +(t) ) 16 16 (66)
57 5 . /5t 5 77 7. /7Tt 71)
-o cos -sni + / I - C STin - -+ cot cos 1s6 4T 6 + cot 1 6  16 sn4T 16
On the basis of the above results for the transmitted power, it is clear that the average
transmitted power averaged over all possible Level I wave trains is between 2/3 V
2 and
7/8 V2 . A straight average of these two values gives 0.771 V
2
. The computer simu-
lation described in Section C computes the average power to be 0. 775 V
2 . To eliminate
lengthy decimal fractions from the results, the formula relating V
2 to the average trans-
mitted power PAV is taken to be
P 3 V2 (67)AV 4
This value differs from 0. 775 V2 by only 0. 14 dB, which is negligible in the numerical
calculations of Section D.
The peak transmitted signal voltage required is that in Case 1 above. From Eq. (49),
it is 2/3 V cot 7/16 = 2/,TV. The peak transmitted power required is therefore
P 4 V2 16 (68)PK 3 = - PAV
2.6 Level I Bit Error Rate
(The characteristics of the system being considered are listed in Figure 7.) Because of
the structure of the raised cosine spectrum pulses, the sampler measures the sample
values ± V when the sampled half-bit cell is not adjacent to a transition and ± 1/2V
when it is. As was shown in Section 1.3, the samples are ±V 4/7 of the time and +1/2 V
3/7 of the time. The probability of making an error in comparing against a zero threshold
to square up the filtered wave train is, therefore, 4/7 of the probability that the sampled
noise voltage will exceed +V volts when the received signal voltage was +V, etc., plus
3/7 of the probability that the noise voltage will exceed 1/2 V, etc. The probability that
2
a Gaussian distributed noise voltage of zero mean and variance a will exceed a voltage
level +V is given by the standard formula
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1 er __ _ v(69)
Pr (N1 > V) erf V (69)
where oo 2
erfc x J d e
x
In the present case
SN 27/T
2 f= da) dwcos2 w N /2T (70)
2T 14 44
-o -27/T
The formula for the probability of making an error in determining the level of a given
half-bit chosen at random is therefore
-VPr (E) erfc3. 1 erf 
(71)
4 ) erf+ 7 2 ' 21 7- )
7Pr ()
Eq. (67) and (68) may be used to express this result in terms of either the average or
the peak transmitted power. Thus
4 1 erf 4 PAV 3. 1 erf AV (72)Pr (E) = erf + erfe 3 (72)2 T / 7 2 N/T
or
4r 1 3 PPK 3 1 3 PK (73)Pr (E)= - erfc N . erfc N (73)
The bit error rate (BER) is the probabilityof an informatim bit being in error after Level I
decoding. It may be obtained from Pr(c) by multiplying by 2 to convert from half bits to
bits, and by multiplying by the number of decoded bits in error that result from one half-
bit being in error (which will be called a). Thus
BER = 2 a Pr (E) (74)
Arguments are presented below which suggest that
a 2 (75)
(The actual value of a is correctly taken into account in the simulation.)
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The complementary error functions in Eq. (72) or (73) are very rapidly decreasing func-
tions of the arguments under the square roots. In all situations of interest, the first terms
of Eq. (72) and (73) are completely negligible in comparison with the second terms. This
implies that nearly all of the half-bit errors result from sampling the voltages ±1/2V; that
is, in sampling half-bit cells that are adjacent to transitions. Thus, the half-bit errors
almost always result in the shifting of a transition just one half-bit cell away from its
correct position. Except in the cases where transitions are so close together that a shift
in one results in a faulty interpretation of the other, a half-bit error that results in shifting
a transition within the same bit cell (edge to mid, or mid to edge) results in one bit being
in error in the decoded bit stream. A half-bit error that results in shifting the transition
into a neighboring bit cell results in three bits in the decoded stream being in error. Thus
on the average, neglecting the complicated cases, a single half-bit in error results in two
bit errors in the Level I decoded bit stream.
3.0 DIGITAL SIMULATION
3.1 Overall Simulation
An overall block diagram of the digital simulation used to support this study is given in
Figure 15. As illustrated in the figure, the simulation has been divided into three dis-
tinct program steps. They are:
1. Encoding Program
2. Transmission, Receiving and Detection Program
3. Decoding and Comparison Program.
3.2 Encoding Program
The purpose of the encoding program is to generate a magnetic tape containing the Level I
coding of a random sequence of binary data. In addition, the output tape contains the
original binary data. This data will be used to determine the number of errors made in
the transmission, receiving, detection, and decoding process.
A simplified flow diagram of the Encoding Program is given in Figure 16A, and a FORTRAN
listing of the program is given in Figure 16B.
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RANDOM BINARY
DATA GENERATOR
1011010011...
ENCODING
PROGRAM
LEVEL I ENCODER
Smnennmnn
TRANSMISSION FILTER
TRANSMISSION,
RECEIVING AND
DETECTION
PROGRAM RECEIVING FILTER
" "" *" BAND LIMITED
-w i , WHITE NOISE
*'. * •GENERATOR
LEVEL I DECODER
DECODING AND
COMPARISON 101101001...
PROGRAM
COMPARISON BETWEEN
DECODED DATA
AND ORIGINAL INPUT
Figure 15. Overall Simulation Block Diagram
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PROGRAM
INITIALIZATION
GENERATE 32
RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED
BINARY BITS
APPLY THE LEVEL I
ENCODING ALGORITHMS
AND GENERATE A 32-
ELEMENT SEQUENCE OF
TRANSITION INDICATIONS
GENERATE AN OUTPUT
TAPE CONTAINING
BOTH THE ORIGINAL
BINARY DATA AND
TRANSITION SEQUENCE
Repeat Until
Sufficient Data
Generated
Figure 16A. Program to Generate a Sequence of Random Binary Bits
and Perform Level I Encoding Function
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1: REAL*4 MSG(15)
2: DATA MSG/' MID BIT TRANSITION ',' NB TRANSTTISN ',' EDGE TR
3i IANSITION '/
41 INTEGEP DATA, BITCBUNTo SHIFTCNT, DATATEMP, RITSs DATABITS,SEVEN
51 INTEGER RITeUT
6: INTEGER BITBUTP-
71 DATA BITS/8ZE0000OOOO/
8; DATA SEVEN/7/
91 DIMENSION LEVEL1(64)s LEVELBUT(64)
10: RECNT a 325
1 " IXw 84637
12: CALL RANDBM( IX, YFL )
13: IDATA - IX
14: BITCIUr D 1
15; J.
161 DATA = IDATA
171 DATABITS a IAND( ISA( IAND( DATA, SITS ), -Pq), SEVEN )
18: DATA • ISA( DATA, +1 ) ; SHIFTC;T ='
19: 2 IF( DATABITS.GE.- .eR. DATABITT.EQ* ) LFVELI(BITCeJUNT) = +1
20 1 GA Te 3
21: IF( DATARITS*GE.4 ) LEVEL1(BITCUNT) = -1 ; GO TO 3
22; LEVELI(FITCOUNT) * 0
23: 3 DATABITS a IAND( ISA( IANC( DATA, B'TS ), -?q)p SEVEN
24- DATA a !SA( DATA' +1 ) 3 SHIFTCT = SWIFTCr + 1
25: IF( qHIFTCNT.GE.29 ) GO TP 110
26: 4 BITCOPUT = BITCUNT + 1
27: IF( EVEL1(PITCOUNT-1) EQ ) OF TO 2
29 i  IF( LEVEL1(BITCOUNT-1)E~1i ) LrVELI(BITCPU''T) =  50 T 8
29; 6 IF( DATABITS.GE.4 ) LEVEL1(ITCPUNT) = 0 ; G9 TO 3
30: IF( DATARITS.LE.1) LEVEL1(:ITCf')?T) = - GO T? 3
31: WRITE( 6,200 ) ; STeP
3? 200 FBRMAT(T10,'AN U'ACCOU TED FOR ITT ATTAN HS PCCURFD')
33: 110 IF( SHIFTCNT *GT* 32 ) Ge TB 122
34: IF( SHIFTCNT .EQ. 32 ) GO TO 1?C
35: IF( SHIFTCNTGT.29 ) GB TO 4
36: 100 CALL RANDOM( IXs YFL )
'17 ~ IDATATMP * IX
38: DATATEMP = IAND( IDATATMPP BIT5 )
39: 111 DATATE M * IAND( ISA( DATATEMP, -3 ), 8Z1CMOOOC )
40% DATA a IOR( DATA* DATATE4P )
41; GO T4 4
42; 120 WRITE( 6,202 ) IDATA ; WRITE( 7 ) M1ATA
43: IDAT IDATATMP J DATA = IDATA
45: 121 WRIT( 7 ) -( LEVEL1(I),I=1,32)
46; e WRIT( 6#201 ) ((MSG((CLEVEL1(I1)+I)*F+K),K=1:),I1,32)
473 RECPRD n RECORD + 1 J SHIFTCNT • 1 5 BITCOU
:T * 1
48: IF( RECBRD.EQ*RECNT ) END FILE 7 ; FFwTND 7 ; STOP
49: CALL ANYPSBN( 300Ss1 )
50; 301 CONTINUE
51: CALL ANYPSBN( 302S,3 )
52: IF( EVELI(32) .EQ. o ) 30 TO ?
53: IF( LEVELI(32).EQ.-1 ) LEVEL1(1) = 0 j GO TA 3
54: GO To 6
55: 300 8UTPUT(102) RECeRD
56: GO T= 301
57- 302 OUTPUT(102) RECORO
58; ENDFILE 7 i REWIND 7
59: STeP
60: P01 FBRMAT( TS,6(5A4))
61; 20' FORMAT(TIOi'RANDOM DATA TIPUT STREAPr,5XZ8/)
!2: END
Figure 16B. FORTRAN Listing of the Encoding Program
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3. 3 Transmission, Receiving and Detection Program
This program represents the main thrust of the simulation effort. As indicated by the
title, this program simulates the transmission process, receiving process, and detection
procedure. The resultant output is a magnetic tape containing the detected Level I coded
pulse train and the original binary data which it represents.
While the transmission filter is explicitly defined in terms of its impulse response, the
receiving filter is implicitly defined by the impulse of the "overall" system (transmission
filter - receiving filter).
The first step in simulating the various system outputs is to convert the input transition
sequence to a discrete pulse train of four pulses per bit cell, i.e., leading edge, one-
quarter, half, and three-quarter points of the bit cell. This discrete pulse train is then
convolved with the impulse response representing the transmission filter. This output
is used to define the average transmitted power.
The output of the overall system (receiving filter output) is defined by convolving the dis-
crete pulse train with the impulse response of the overall system. As part of the simula-
tion of the overall system output, it is necessary to account for the effect of noise. This
is accomplished by generating band-limited white noise with zero mean and variance
a2 (as prescribed in Sections 2.2 and 2.6) and adding it to the already generated system
output. This forms the overall system output to be used by the various detection schemes.
The output representing the one-quarter and three-quarter points of each bit cell are now
used as input to the detection procedures. Two procedures are suggested in Sections 2.1
and 4.3 and a simplified description follows:
1. Single Point. This procedure issued a ±1 for each point depending on
whether the amplitude is greater than or less than zero. The polarity
of these two samples are now compared with the last previously gener-
ated data and a decision made as to whether an edge, mid bit, or no
transition has occurred.
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2. Four Point. The second procedure forms two weighted values utilizing
the present samples and the three immediately previous samples. The
absolute value of these weighted values are then compared to a threshold.
For those values which exceed the threshold, the local maximum is de-
termined, defining the point at which a transition has occurred.
An output tape containing both the decoded transition sequence and the original binary
data is now generated. This output tape will be processed by another program to determine
how many errors were made. A simplified block diagram of this program is given in Figure
17A and its correspodding FORTRAN listing is shown in Figure 17B.
3.4 Decoding and Comparison Program
This program takes the transition sequence generated by the transmission, receiving,
and detection program and regenerates a binary data stream. This resulting data stream
is then compared with the original binary data in order to determine how many errors
were made as a result of the simulated system.
Figure 18A is a simplified block diagramof this program,and Figure 18B contains the
FORTRAN listing.
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PROGRAM
INITIALIZATION
GENERATE THE TIME IMPULSE RESPONSE
OF BOTH THE TRANSMISSION FILTER
AND THE OVERALL SYSTEM
READ IN ORIGINAL BINARY DATA AND
THE CORRESPONDING TRANSITION SEQUENCE
TRANSFORM THE TRANSITION SEQUENCE
INTO DISCRETE PULSE TRAIN WITH 4 POINTS
PER BINARY BIT
COMPUTE OUTPUT OF TRANSMISSION FILTER
TO CALCULATE AVERAGE TRANSMITTED
POWER
COMPUTE THE OUTPUT OF. THE
OVERALL SYSTEM
GENERATE BAND LIMITED WHITE NOISE
AND ADD TO SYSTEM OUTPUT
SAMPLE THE MIDDLE OF EACH HALF BIT
AND RECONSTRUCT THE LEVEL I
DATA STREAM
GENERATE AN OUTPUT TAPE CONTAINING BOTH
THE ORIGINAL BINARY DATA AND
LEVEL I CODED DATA
Figure 17A. Simulation of the Transmission, Receiving and Detection Process
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i. INTEGER DATA, BITBNEs DATABITS, R
2: DIMENSIBN X(41)8 DATABUT(12), H(41), P(2) ODA(6), SIG(6),
3: 1 DATABUT1(12) SCRIPTS(41), CAPS(41), Q(2)
4: .LFVELIN(32)*.GK(2)
5: DIMENSIeN LEVEL1(128), LEVEL2(128), LEVEL3(128), LEVEL4(64)
6: . LEVeL5( 6 4), LEVEL6(64)
7: DATA BITeNE/8Z80000000/
8: NAMELIST SIGMA, THRESH2, THRESHDF
9 INTISE a 49323
10: IX a 84637 ; Ra 9 j BITCNT a 0
11; DIFFP a 0*0 ; LEVEL3P a 1.0
12: LE\cL2P * 1*0 3 DIFFP1 = 00e
13: THRE3H2 = 2.5 J THRESHDF * 1.25
14: ISIGIN2 a 1
15: DO 60 I z 1,41
16: 60 SCRTPTS(I) * 0.0
17: SCPIPTS(21) a 4/3.1415927
18: SC'TPTS(O0) * SCRIPTS(22) o 1.0
19; DB 61 I z 2,20,2
20: SCPIPTS(2I-I) x 4,(*1)**(I/2)/(I-I**2)/3.1415927
21; 61 SCRIPTS(21+I) a SCRIPTS(21-I)
221 DO 62 I a 1,41
23: 62 H(I) = 0*0
241 H(21) * 1.0
25 H(C2) a H(22) a 8/(3.1415927*3)
6: H(13) * H(23) x 0.5
27; DU 6 I 3s19,2
28: H(E1-I) * (-1)**(I/2. - 1/2,)*/(4-T**2)/3.14159?7/3
29: 63 H~21+I) * H(21-I)
30: IN PjT
31, UTPUT SIGMA, THRESH2, THPESHDF
321 XMEA, a 0.0
33; X CALL STRIPULSE(20)
34: Y CALL STRIPSPEED(10)
35; DO 30 1 * 1,6
36: 30 DA(I) = 1.0
37; x CALL STRIPLOT(DA)
38: 00 31 I = 1,6
39; 31 DA(1) * "1.0
40: Y CALL STRIPLBT(DA)
414 DB 32 I * 1,6
42; 3? DA(II m 0.0
43; Y CALL STRIPULSE(150)
44 X CALL STRIPLBT(A)
45- X CALL STRIPULSE10()
46; PLkST * 1.0 ; SIGNLAST = 1.0
47: DO 10 = 1,325
48; READ( 7, END-i0 ) IDATA ; READ(7)(LEVELIN(J),J#1,32)
49! D0 9 J = 1,32
50: IF( LEVELIN(J)*LT.G ) P(1)w PLAST ; P(2) =-P(1)
51: IF( LEVELIN(J),E*0. ) P(j).; P12) i PLAST
52; IF( LEVELIN(J).GT.G) P(1) o P(2) * -PLAST
53; PLAST ! P(2)
54: DA(1) .LEVELIN(J)/2.0
55; 1 DU 2 M * -20s201
56; 2 X(M+?1) a X(M+21) + P(1)*H(M+21)
57i DATAOUT(R) a X(1)f )DATA6,UT(RI4) X(P)
585 DO 4P MM = -20,20,1
59: 42 CAPS(MM+21) - CAPS(MM+21) * P(-1)SCPIPTS(MM+?1)
Figure 17B (Sheet 1 of 4). FORTRAN Listing of the Transmission, Receiving
and Detection Process
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60: PO'aE a CAPS(1)**2 + CAPS(2)**2 + POWER
61: NP = NP + 2
62: DO 3 K a -20p18,1
63; 1 X(K+21) = X(K+23)
64] X(40) a X(41), 0.0
65: DO 43 KK a -20,18s1
66; 43 CAPS(KK+21) * CAPS(KK+23)
67: CAFS(40) = CAPS(41) a 0.0
68: DO 4 M = -20,20,1
69: 4 X(m+21) a X(M+21) + P(2)*H(M+21)
70: DATASUT(R+2) a X(1) i DATAOUT(P+3) a X(2)
71; DO 44 MV = -20j20s1
72: 44 CAFS(MM+?1) a CAPS(MM+21) + P(2)*SCRIPTS(MM+1)
73! PO EQ a CAPS(1)**2 + CAPS(2)**P + PAWER
74: NP x NP + 2
75; DO 5 K = -2018,1
76: 5 X(K+21) = X(K+23)
77; DO 45 KV = -20,18,1
78: 45 CAPS(KK+21) = CAPS(KK+23)
79: CAPS(4C) = CAPS(41) = 0.0
80. X(40) * X(41) a 0.0
81A DA(2) * P(1)/2*0
82: DA(3) a DATAtUT(R)/2.0
83; CALL GAUSShM( INBISE. SIGMAj XMEAN, SNITSE }
84: DATARUT1(R) = DATAeUT(R) + SNOISE
85; CALL GAUSSOM( INOISE, SIGMAi XMEAN, SNBISE )
86; DATA"UT1(R+1) a DATA9UT(P+1) + SN8ISE
87: CALL GAUSSnM( INOISE, SIGMA, XMEAN, SNITSE )
88: DATA9UTI(R+2) % DATAeUT(P+2) + SNeISE
89; CALL GAUSSeM( INOISE, SIGMA, XMEAN, SN'ISE )
90: DATAUT71(R+3) = DATA9UT(R+3) + SNBISE
91: DA(4) a DATABUT1(R)/2*0
92, IF( BITCNT.LT.5 ) GC T9 51
93'; IF(A S(DATAeUT1(R)).GT.0.1)QK(1) SIGN(1.0,DTABUT1(R))
94: IF( ABS(CATAOUT1(R+2)),GT.O.1)rK(2)sSIGN(1.ODATABIJT1(R++))
95. LEVELeUT * 0
96; IF(STG JLAST.EQ.QK(1).AND.SIGNLAST*E:.OK(2)) LEVELeJT = J
97: IF(SIGLAST.NE.QK(1).AND.SIGNLAST'.I.QoK(2)) LEVELOUT = 1
98: IF(SIU'ILAST*.EOQK(1)*A D.*'IGNLAST.NE*rK(2)) I.EVELOUT = -1
99;1 SIGNLAST = OK(2)
100; LEVEL4(BITCNT-4) = LEVELOUT
101: DA(5) c LEVELBUT/2.0
102: IF(ASS(SIG(2)-DA(5) ) .GT. 0.1 ) DA(6) 0.5 ) ERRORCNT •
103: * ERRRCNT + 1
104: IF(AS(DATABUTI(R))*GTO.1)LEVEL((BITCNT-5)*2+1) =
105; * SIGM(1.O0DATAJUT1(R))
106t IF(ABS(DATAUT1(P+2)).GT*0.1) LEVEL1((BITCNT-5)*2+2) =
107; * SIG'N(1.0,DATAB!UT1(R+2))
108: DIFF1 a 0.0 ; DIFF2 = O.C
1091 DIF ] = ABS( DATABUT1(R) - DATABUTfR-2))
110i DIFr? - ABS( DATABUT1(P+2) - DATAUT1(R)
111; IF( DIFFl LE. THRE.SHDF ) DIFF1 = 0.0
112; IF( DIFF2 *LE. THRESHDF ) DIFF2 = 0*0
113: IF( DIFFP1 .GT. THRESH!F ) GO TP 120
114; IF( DIFri .GT. THRESHIDF ) G3 T9 121
i15s 122 LEVEL2((BITCNT-5)*2+1) = LEVEL2P
116: IF( DIFF2 .GT. THRESPDF ) Ge TO 124
117; 123 LLVEL?((BITCNT-5)42+R) a LEVELP
118: DIFFP1 • 0.0
119: GO TO 126
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120: 121 IF( IrFFP1 *GT* DIFF1 ) GO TH 125
121: LEVEL2((9 ITCNT-5)*2) - LEVELPP
122: 121. IF(- IFF1 *GT* ABS( DIFPPl) *AND. DIFFPI.LT.O.0 ) GB T9 129
123; IF( DIFFl *LT* DIFF2 ) GB TO 122
1241 LEVEt2((BITCNT-5)*2+1) - -LEVELP
125: LEvEL2P.z -LEVEL2P
126: LEVEL2((BITCNT-5)*2+2) a LEVELPP
127: DIFFP1 * *DIFF2
128; GO TB 126
1291 12q LEVEL2((BITCNT-5)*2-1) a -LEVEL2((B!TCNT-5)*2-1)
130: GO T 122
131: 125 IF( "IFr2 ,GT. DIFFi .AND. DIFF2 .GT* THRESHDF ) GB TO 128
132; LEVEL2((lITCNT-5)*2) -LEVEL2P
133: LEVEL2P 0 -LEVEL2P
134: LEVEL2(('ITCNT-5)*2+1) * LEVELPP
135: GO T9 123
136; 128 LEVEL2((BITCNT-5)*2) = LEVEL2P
137; LEVEL2((RITCNT-5)*2+1) a -LEVEL2P
138: LEVEL2P s -LEVEL2P
139; LEVEL2((BITCNT-5)*2+2) a LEVELPP
140. DIFfrol 0.0
141: GB Tq 126
142; 124 DIFrP1 x DIFF?
1431 126 CONTINUE
144: IF( LEVFL2((BITCNT-5)*2+1).NEoTSIGN2) LEVEL.2PT 1 ; Gl' TB 127
145; IF( LEVEL2((BITCNT-5)*2+1)*EQ*LEVEL((PITC' T-5)*2+P))LFVrL2!T-0
1461 * G, 'q 127
147: LEVL29T a -1
148; 127 ISIG'2 = LEVEL2((BITCNT-5)*2+2)
149; IF( AS( SIG(2) * LEVEL28T/2.0).GT.0.1) ERPCNT1 * ERRCNT1 + 1
150: DIFF3 a DIFF4 = OC
151: DIFr3 a ASS( DATABUTI(R) + 0.5*DATABUT1(R-2) - .*5*DATA0RIT1( - 4)
152; * - DATABUT1(R-6) )
153: CIFF4 a ABS( DATAOUT1(P+2) + O.5*DATA3UT719) - 035*DATAB.UTI(P-?)
1541 * - DATABUT(R-4) )
155: IF( OIFFP *.GT THRESH2 ) GB TO 110
156: IF( DIFr3 .GT. THRESH2 ) GO TO 111
157; 112 LEVEL3((BITCNT-5)*I+1) 2 LEVEL3P
158; TF( DIFF4 *GT, THRESH2 ) GO TB 114
159: 113 LEVEL3((BITCNT-5)*2+2) * LEVEL3P
160: DIFFP a 0.0
1611 GO q 116
162: 110 IF( D1FrO .GT. DIFF3 ) GO T9 115
163; LEVEL3((ITCNT-5)*2) = LEVEL3P
164! 111 TF( DIFF.3 *LT* DIFF4 ) GB TO 112
165: LEVE 3((BITCNT-5)*2+1) - -LEVEL3P
166: LEVEL3P * -LEVEL3P
167; GO TO 113
168: 115 LEVEL3((BITCNT-5)*2) - -LEVEL3P
169: LEVEL3P =-LEVEL3P
170: LEVEL3((9ITCNT-5)*2+1) = LEVEL3P
171: GB Te 113
1721 114 DIFFD a nIFF4
1731 116 CBNTINUE
174 IF( PITCNTLT.6 ) G! T 51
175: IF( LEVJL3((BITCNT-5)*2)*NE.LEVEL3((BITCN4T-S)*2-1))LEVEL3BT 1
176; 1 GP TO 117
177: IF( LEvEL3((BITCNTS)*2)*EQ.LEVEL3((BITCNT5)*2+1))LEVELBT 0 ;
178; 1 GO Te 117
179: LEVEL3eT * -1
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180: 117 IF( ABS( SIG(1) - LEVEL3BT/2.),GT.*0O) EPRCNT2 a ERRCNT2 + 1
181j LEVEC6(BITCNT-5) a LEVEL30T
182; 51. SIG(1) a SIG(2)
183: SIG( = SIG(3)
184; SIG(3) a SIG(4)
185; SIG(4) a SIG(5)
1861 SIG(S) a SIG(6)
187: SIG(6) = DA(1)
188: Y CALL STOTPLOT(DA)
189 DA(3) a DATABUT(R+1)/20
1901 DA(4) a DATAOUTI(R+I)/2.0
1911 X CALL STRIPLeT(DA)
1921 DA(2) a P(2)/2*0
193; DA(3) x DATAOUT(R+2)/2.0
194; DA(4) * ATAOUT1(R+2)/2.0
1951 X CALL STRIPLBT(DA)
1961 DA(3) = DATAeUT(R+3)/2.0
1971 DA(4) a DATAUTI(R+3)/2,0
198: Y CALL STRIPLOT(DA)
199; BITCNT = BITCNT + 1
200 .DO 11 1 = 1,8
2011 DATA1UT(I) a DATAUT(I+4)
202; 11 DATABUTI(1) * DATAOUTI(I+4)
2031 DA(6) a 0.0
204- 9 CONTINUl
2051 IF( K, .LT. 2 ) GB TO 131
2061 VRITE(8) ( LEVEL4(L),L, 132 )
207; WRITE(M) ( LEVEL6(L),Le 1s32 )
2081 DO 130 KK a 1432
2091 LEVEL4(KK) a LEVEL4(KK+32)
210: LEVEL4(KK+32) -0*0
2111 LEVEL6(KK) a LEVEL6(KK32)
212 130 LEVEL6(KK+32) a 0.0
213; DO 132 KK x 1,64
2141 LEVEL2(VK) a LEVEL2(KK+64)
2151 LEVEL2(KK+44) a 0.0
216: LEVEL3(KK) - LEVEL3(KK+64)
217: 13P LEVEL3(KK+b4) a 0.0
218; BITCNT = ITCNT - 32
219; wORDCNT = WOROCNT + 1
220: 131 WRITE(T) IDATA
221; WRITE(q) IDATA
222; 10 COrNTINUE
223; 100 D0 33 I = 1,6
2241 33 DA(I) = C0*
225 X CALL STPIPULSE(200)
2261 X CALL STPIPLOT(DA)
227: POWERAVC * POWER/NP
228i BITCN'T = BITCNT + WBRDCNT*32
229A BUTPUT POWERAVG, ERRORCNT, EPRCNT1, BITCNT
230, OUTPUT ERRCNT2
231; PEWIND 7
..32 WRITE(C ) ( LEVEL4(L)o L a 1,32 )
03;3 WRITE(9) ( LEVEL6(L), L a 1,32 )
234: ENDFILF 8 REWIND 8
235: ENDFILF 9 i REWIND 9
2361 STOP
237! END
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READ IN THE ORIGINAL BINARY
DATA AND THE LEVEL I
CODED DATA STREAM
DECODE THE LEVEL I DATA STREAM
COMPARE THE DECODED BINARY
DATASTREAM WITH THE ORIGINAL
BINARY DATA STREAM
TABULATE THE TYPES OF ERRORS
THAT OCCUR AND THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF BITS WHICH
MISCOMPARED
Repeat Until All Data
Has Been Processed
Figire 18A. Programto Decode Level I Data and Compare with
Original Data
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1 INiTEERP BITCNT
2: DIMENSTPN LEVEL1IN(64)o LEVELUT(64)
3; READ( 7,ENDO100 ) IDATAI J RrAD( 7 ) ( LEVEL1IN(J)J,1i3')
4: READ( 7,END8100 ) IDAT/2 j READ( 7 ) ( LEVFL1IN(J),Ja33A4)
5: N1 a 1
6: IDAT4eAjT a 0
7: 3' Db 1r1 ' N,32
8: IF( *F",i ) Gb TO 32
9: 33 IF( LEEVLIIN(KK-1).GT.1 ) GO T5 30
10 IF( LEvFL1IN(K)*GT.O ) WRITE( 6,300
11; LEVELe',IT(K) 0J ; GO TF 4012; 300 F8OMAT(TIo1,A MID PIT JRANSITIF: NNWT F"LLnl'ED RY A N, TRANSITI9N ,')
13: 3n IF( EVEL1IIN(K-1)*EQ.0 I 3C TO 31
14: IF( LEvFL1N(').E0.0 ) LEVELUT(K) 1 ; Gn TO 40
15; IF( LEvELIIN(K).EQ*-1 ) LEVELO!T(K) 0 ; q0 Tq 4C
16: wRITE( (,301 ) ; LEVELOUT(<) a r ; 1'~ TR 4r
17: 301 FbRMAT( T1iO'Tw CONSECUITIvE EDGE TIANSIT19NS DTECTED')
19: 31 IF( LF irL1. I (K-1).NE.0 ) ;WITE( 4P302 ) ; LFVELIUT(K) , 0 ;
9 : * G TO 40
20: 3? IF( LEVEL11I(K).EQ*O ) LEVELRUT(K) 0 ; G'. TO 40
21: IF( ,EVFL1IN(K)*EQ.-1 ) LEVELO'JT(K) = 1-; GP TO 40
22: IF( LEvELIIN(K+1).EC.C ) LEVELULT(k) * 1 7; T5 4L
23: IF( LEVEL1IN(K+1).EQ.-1 ) LEVELPUT(W) a 0 i EB ' 4C
24: WRITE( (,301 ) ; LEVFLnUT() v 0 ; IE T 4"
25: 302 FOMAI(TIO,AN ILLEGAL SIT TPA,'SIT!nK CRDE FDTECTEC')
26: 4" IF( IFLAG.EQ.1 ) GO TO 52
27: DATATEM a ISC( LEVELOUT(K),32-v )
28; 11 IDAT4AUT = IOR( IDATAOLU:T DT.ATEMP )
29: DATATEMD IEIR( IDATA1*IDATA$UT )
30; IF( DATATEMP*E*0 ) GO T9 5C
31; DO 51 M a 1,32
32; ERROPCNT = IAND( DATATFMP,1 ) + ERRCNT
33; 51 DATATE "  • ISC( DATATEMp,-1 )
34; 50 BITCNT BITCT + 32
351 K a 33 ; IFLAG= I
36: GO Te 3?
37: 52 IFLAG = 0 ; N a 2
38: DATATEN r a ISC( LEVELOUT(33), 31 )
39, IDATAOUT = 0
40; ID.TAeJT = IBR( IDATABUT, DATATEMP )
41; DO 53 J = 1,32
42 53 LEVEL1ll(J) = LEVEL1IN(J+32)
431 IDATA1 a IDATA2
44: READ(7,END=101) IDATA2 ; READ(7,EN'.I01)( LEVEL1IN(J),.P 3,64)
45: G6 TO 34
46; 100 WRITE( e6103 ) I STOP
47: 103 FORMAT( T IO~'END IF FILE ENCOUNTERED AT BEGTUk'NIN73 F TAPE o )48: 101 WRITF( 6~I04 ) BITCNT j ERRORCNT ; STOP
49: 104 FORMAT( TIOI8, BITS ErE PROCESSED0'I~,' ERRORS :ERE DrTECTED )
50: END
Figure 18B. FORTRAN Listing of the Decoding and Comparison Program
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4.0 COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION
4. 1 Results for Manchester Bi-Phase
A Manchester bi-phase system may be defined and then optimized using the Nyquist-Sunde
approach just as was done for Level I. In Section 4.1 the results (without any derivations)
are given for a Manchester system with error detection capability. Such a system sacri-
fices some margin over noise in order to detect (without correcting) the majority of errors
that occur. For this purpose, the signal train is sampled in the middle of each half-bit
cell and compared against a zero threshold to determine the signal level in each half-bit
independently. The intent is to have single half-bit errors show up as nonvalid Manchester
pulses.
The optimum Nyquist-Sunde system is shown in Figure 19. The notation used is virtually
identical with that of Figure 7. The Manchester encoding algorithm is simply that Sk= +1,
Sk+1 = -1 (k even) if the corresponding binary source bit was a logic 1, and sk = -1,
Sk+1 = +1 if the binary source bit was a logic 0.
N(t}= 0 ; cl>4
wT T
MANCHESTER k S(t)= 8 S (t) + N (t)
S TRANSMITTER 0+ > 0
SOURCE N0 : |l > 4" T
4 cosl(t-k ) sin-- (t-k-) +Nll)
Vsk 8 T V sk 4 T T
k= . [1-(-T (t-k 2 ) )2 1 k=  T (t-k-2) [1-(- (t-k -2 )2
Figure 19. Manchester Bi-Phase System
The series for S(t) and S1 (t) were summed in the following two special cases.
CASE 1 - All Manchester 0-Phases
Sk
Figure 20. Case 1 Bit Stream
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sk  (_1)k (76)
sk(); k = . . . , -1,0,1,2,...
S(t) = V cos (77)
Sl(t) = V cos T(78)
CASE 2 - Alternate Manchester 0- and 7-Phases
1 *I e I I
Figure 21. Case 2 Bit Stream
s2-1= s 2 = (-1) ; = ... , -1,0,1,2,... (79)
S(t) = V2 V os 7T/8 cos + /4) + cos cos -i - /4 (80)
Sl(t) = V [( + 1)cos (-+ f/4) +(/ )cos - iT/4)] (81)
The average transmitted power in both Case 1 and Case 2 is
PAV = V 2  (82)
and the simulation confirms that this is the correct identification. The peak power re-
quired is that which occurs in Case 1 and is
PPK = 2V 2 = 2 PAV (83)
Finally, the bit error rate is
AV 1 PKBER = 2 -erfc 2 2 (84)
R7534 B-39 N/T
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4.2 Manchester Without Error Detection
If the error detection capability is relinquished, a more than 3 dB improvement in margin
over noise may be effected for Manchester bi-phase. The simplest method of obtaining
this improvement is to compare the difference between the first half-bit sample and the
second half-bit sample against a zero threshold to determine whether the full bit was a
zero phase or a pi-phase The effective signal power is thereby quadrupled while the
noise power in the difference is only doubled. The effective signal-to-noise ratio is thus
increased by a factor of two. The probability of error does not have to be doubled to
convert from half bits to bits, and so the bit error rate is
B AV 1 1 PKBER erfc = erf (85)
Eq. (85) may be recognized as the bit error rate of an optimum performance communica-
tions system operating at bit rate 1/T in the presence of white Gaussian noise of spectral
density NO. The Manchester system of Section 4.2 is, therefore, an optimum system.
4.3 Other Level I Systems
The improvement obtained on using the difference of Manchester half-bit samples as a
test statistic suggests that Level I systems employing sample differences might obtain
an improvement over the system of Section 2. The simulation has been used to carry out
a (nonexhaustive) study of such differencing schemes. The most successful of the schemes
studied employed a linear combination of four neighboring half-bit samples to determine
when the transitions between the levels take place. If the voltage output of the receiving
filter, Sl(t) + N1(t), is called Vl(t), then the sampled values are V1(k 2 ). (See Figure 7.)
The statistic computed to determine whether a transition occurred between the k-1 and
the kth half bit cell is
Gk V, ((k+i) )+ i. V (k  (k-1) -V 1 (k-2) (86)
As the Level I wave train undergoes a transition, Gk successively takes on the values 0,
1 V, 7/4 V, 5/2V, 7/4V, 1/2 V, 0 (in the absence of noise). The 5/2 value is identified as the
transition point. Identifying the transition point in the presence of noise is treated as a
combined detection and estimation problem. Gk is compared against a threshold of 3/2 V
in order to detect that a transition has taken place. To estimate the location of the
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transition points, the values of Gk above the threshold are examined to identify the local
maxima. The results of the simulation are discussed below in Section 4.4.
Another Level I system that was studied for the sake of comparison was the system of
Figure 19,with the Manchester source replaced by a Level I source. Since in this case,
all the sample values are ± V (and PAV = V 2), the bit error rate is (compare Eq. (72),
(74), and (84) ).
1 1 AV
BER = 2a 2 erfc oT (87)
This system will be referred to as the "no intersymbol interference" (No I-I) Level I
system in the discussion below.
Alpha is again the number of bits in error in the decoded Level I bit streamper half-bit
error developed in the threshold comparison. The computation of a is now, however,
more complex than in the arguments following Eq. (75). When a half-bit error occurs
adjacent a transition, we may again expect approximately two bit errors to develop for
each half-bit in error on the average. Now, however, since all the sample values are
±V, a significant number of half-bit errors also occur not adjacent to a transition. These
errors generally result in nonvalid Level I wave trains and must be eliminated before (or
during) Level I decoding. The Level I decoding algorithm may therefore be considered to
correct many of the half-bit errors that occur not adjacent to a transition (the number
corrected will be a function of the algorithm), and a will be significantly less than 2.
Some crude estimates of a were made using the joint probabilities of Section 1 and a
simple assumption about which errors are corrected. The results suggest that
< a < 1 (88)
The simulation results for No I-I Level I presented below include a simple algorithm
for obtaining a valid Level I wave train before decoding, and therefore include effects such
as possible dependence of a on signal-to-noise ratio.
Still another Level I system was identified as worthy of study, but its analysis could not
be completed within the scope of the current contract. It is shown in Figure 22.
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No
N(t)
>2o 1-( (t-k - ) 2
s t) -cos 2 t/T [ - t/ -
has the property that
s 1 (T/4)= 1,s 1 (k T/2 - T/4)= 0 for k 0, 1.
Since the samples here are taken at the edges rather than at the centers of the half-bit
cells, this system has the property that the sample values (in the absence of noise)
S 1 (k T2 T
are ±V if there is no transition between the k-1 t h and the k t h half-bit cell and 0 if there
is a transition. One way of detecting transitions, then, would be to compute the test
statistic
where V1 (t) is again Sl(t) + N1 (t) and compare against a threshold of 1/2V.
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Finally, it may be noted that block and sequential decoding schemes have not been studied
even though they might be expected to provide significant improvement in Level I per-
formance because of the correlation present in the Level I bit stream. Such studies would,
of course, be well outside the scope of the current contract. If or when they could be
carried out, they would probably identify systems with better error performance at the
cost of increased hardware complexity. Such systems would vitiate some of Level I's
principal advantages; namely, simplicity and low cost.
4.4 Comparisons
The bit error rate of the Level I system studied in Section 2 is plotted in Figure 23, to-
gether with the BER's of the Section 4 systems (Manchester and Level I). The range 10 - 2
to 10 - 5 bit errors per bit is shown. The argument is taken to be 10 log PAV/No/T, which
is the ratio in dB of the average signal power to the noise power in a bandwidth equal to
the information rate. The curves based on the analytic expressions derived are drawn
solid while the curves drawn through points computed with the simulation are dashed. The
simulation results were computed using, at most, 10, 368 information bits, so that the
lower points on the simulation curves have a greater variance.
The curve labeled "Manchester Without Error Detection" is a plot of Eq. (85). As men-
tioned in Section 4.2, it is an optimum performance curve. No system can obtain better
performance (in white noise) without going to block or convolutional coding techniques.
The solid curve labeled "Manchester Bi-phase" is a plot of Eq. (84). The dashed curve
was obtained with a Delco simulation. Although the development of this Manchester simu-
lation was not part of the contract, the techniques employed were very similar to those
of the Level I simulations. The curve is.therefore shown to demonstrate the close agree-
ment (better than 0.1 dB) between the simulation and the theory.
The solid curve labeled "Level I (Section 2)" is a plot of Eq. (74) using Eq. (72) with
a = 2. Recall that ct is the average number of bit errors that result in the Level I decoded
bit stream due to a half-bit error. (See the arguments following Eq. (75) in the text.) The
simulation curve could be fit pretty closely by Eq. (74) with ca= 1.4. In fact, an exact
fit could be obtained by an a that varied continuously from 1.2 at the upper end of the
curve to 1.5 at the lower.
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Figure 23. BER Comparisons
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In comparing the curves, it is seen that a Level I, Section 2 system has between 1 and
1-1/2 dB less margin over noise that the Manchester bi-phase system of Section 4.1.
To comment in detail and summarize the specific effects that lead to this result, refer
to Eq. (84) for Manchester, namely
1 1_BER = 2* -erfe AV (84)Man 2 2 N /T
and to Eq. (74) with the first term of Eq. (72) neglected.
3 1 1 AVBER 2 - a * - erfc - (74')Lev 7 2 3 /
The first term in Eq. (72) has been neglected because the ±V samples don't contribute
significantly to the error rate over the iange considered. The 3/7 factor is present be-
cause the ±V samples only occur 3/7 of the time. The factor ca is discussed above and in
the text following Eq. (75). Referring to the arguments of the square roots, there are
three effects which result in Manchester having a 3/2 (or a 10 log 3/2 = 1. 8 dB) advantage
over Level I in signal-to-noise ratio.
* The Level I filter has half the Manchester filter bandwidth, so the
Level I detection process is only contaminated by half the noise.
* The Level I samples are ±1/2V compared with ±V for Manchester;
therefore, on a relative basis, Level I has 1/4 the signal power.
* Signal-to-noise ratio comparisons are made on the basis of average
transmitted power. For Level I, PAV = 3/4V2 while for Manchester
2
PAV = V . Therefore, in converting to an average power basis for comparing
signal-to-noise ratio, Manchester loses a factor 3/4 with respect to Level I
Putting these three effects together, Manchester is seen to have a 1/2 x 4 x 3/4 = 3/2
advantage over Level I in signal-to-noise ratio.
The points on the curve labeled "Level I (four-point difference)" were computed with
the simulation of the systemdescribed in Section4.3. The four-point difference scheme is
seen to have equal or poorer performance than the single-point Level I system of Section 2.
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This result can be understood qualitatively as follows. The statistic of Eq. (86) has three
times the noise variance of the single sample. In estimating the effective signal power,
the detection and estimation part of the problem must be treated separately. In detecting
a 5/2V value by comparing against a threshold of 3/2V, the effective signal power is V2,
an improvement over single-point Level I by a factor of 4. In estimating the location of
the maxima, however, we are normally comparing 5/2V with 7/4V. One way to do this is
to compute the difference and compare against a zero threshold. In computing the difference
the noise variance is again doubled, while the effective signal power is now
(5/2V - 7/4V = 9/16 V2 .
A crude estimate of the effective signal-to-noise ratio compared to single-point Level I
is therefore
1/3 x 4 x 1/2 x 9/16 = 3/8, or 10 log 3/8 - 4.3 dB.
The arguments are admittedly crude and, in fact, give a considerably poorer estimate of
four-point differencing than is actually achieved on the simulation. On the basis of the simu-
lation results, and to a lesser extent on these arguments, it is concluded that simple
differencing schemes do not allow a significant improvement in Level I error performance.
The curve labeled "Level I (No I-I)" is drawn through the points generated by the simu-
ulation for the "no intersymbol interference" Level I system discussed in Section 4. 3.
Eq. (87) gives an analytical result of the bit error rate for this system. This equation
was not plotted in Figure 23 because for a = 1, it is identical with the Manchester bi-phase
curve. Eq. (88), and the arguments preceding it suggest that 1/2 :s a 1, and the curves for
other values of a can easily be inferred fromthe curve for a = 1. Figure 23 shows two
of the simulation points lying near the Manchester curve and the others lying above it. This
suggests a rather strong dependence of aon signal-to-noise ratio. (Although the behavior
of a, and therefore the Level I error correcting capability, depends on the particular de-
coding algorithm chosen, a study of decoding algorithms and attempts to optimize a were
considered beyond the scope of the contract.) In any case, the Level I (No I-I) per-
formance was, at most, 0. 8 dB poorer than Manchester Bi-phase. It is felt that with proper
algorithm design, this type of Level I system could be made to perform at least as well as
Manchester over a specified range of BER. This is an improtant conclusion. Although
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the Level I system of Section 2 is optimum for its usual application in which it is desired
to send information at the highest rate consistent with the bandwidth restriction, the No
I-I Level I system of Section 4.3 obtains a 1 to 1-1/2 dB improvement in margin over
noise by expanding the bandwidth by a factor of two. In applications in which this band-
width expansion is allowed,. the following statement may be made. The bit error rate
performance of Level I is comparable to Manchester Bi-phase (with error detection) and
only 3 dB poorer than Manchester without error detection.
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APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF DELCO ELECTRONICS
3-PHASE DPM AND CONVENTIONAL 4-PHASE DPM
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This appendix develops an expression for the phase error probability as a function of
signal-to-noise ratio for L-phase differential phase modulation and presents an evalua-
tion of Delco Electronics 3-phase DPM (differential phase modulation) technique versus
conventional 4-phase DPM.
The results of the phase error probability analysis are shown in Figure C-1. As can be
seen, at a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB, the probability of a phase error in 3-phase
modulation is down by a factor of 10 from that of 4-phase. This factor increases with
increasing SNR, and the advantages of 3-phase become more prominent. Translating
phase error rate into bit error rate shows: (1) for conventional 4-phase, a single phase
error produces, on the average, one bit error, while (2) for Delco's 3-phase, a phase
error produces, on the average, approximately one and one-half bit errors. Comparing
the two schemes at 10 dB, then, the 3-phase bit error rate is down by a factor of about
seven from that of 4-phase.
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODULATION SCHEMES
A binary stream is used to modulate the phase of a carrier in a differential manner.
Figure C-2 shows conventional 4-phase DPM, where 00 causes a phase increment of 450,
01 a phase increment of 1350, etc. Figure C-3 shows Delco's 3-phase DPM, where two
consecutive 1's cause a phase increment of 1800, two consecutive 0's, a phase increment
of 3000, and 10 a phase increment of 600. The 01 combination is encoded by holding the
previous phase for one bit time, thus coding the initial 0 bit, with the 1 being coded with
the next bit in the data stream. An example of coding with conventional 4-phase and with
Delco's 3-phase is shown in Figure C-4.
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Figure C-1. Probability of Phase Difference Error
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Figure C-2. Conventional 4-Phase DPM Figure 3. Delco's 3-Phase DPM
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Figure C-4. An Example of Encoding in Conventional 4-Phase and
in Delco's 3-Phase
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3.0 PHASE ERROR PROBABILITY
This evaluation is made by first presenting a derivation of the probability of a phase dif-
ference error when the phase change between two signaling intervals is preserved as a
reference (differential phase modulation). The traditional assumptions are made; namely,
of an ideal digital phase detector observing a sine wave with one of L-phases in additive
gaussian noise.
The probability density of the error in phase, 6, is given by:
p() = e 1P + cos eP cos2( 8  +erf(fp cos))]-n (1)
where p is the signal-to-noise ratio and etf denotes the error function. A derivation of
Equation 1 is given in Section 5 of this appendix for completeness and because, even
though it is reportedly a well known result, it is incorrect in the reference.
Errors are committed when the detector measures a phase outside of the region from
0 - WTL to 0 + 7/L, where 0 is the received phase in the absence of noise.
The single error probability, P(e), in DPM is thus given by the probability that the
absolute value of a phase difference exceeds I/L; that is,
P(e) = Prob (I/L< 161- I)
In order to derive an expression for P(e), it is assumed that the probability of 6 lying
between 61 and 61 + d 1 , and of 60 lying outside the interval from 0 1 -IT/L to
61 + IT/L, is the product:
p(01) d1 1 - f p(6 ) d 0o
- 1-/L
Letting 8 vary from -T to +17 and recognizing the symmetry of p(8) about 8=0, yields
So + T/L
P (e) = 2 p() - p(8) d eo 6
o 5 -C/L
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Since phase differential is used to compute the transmitted phase in DPM, successive
errors are not independent, that is
P(ee2 e l ) 0
for finite S/N. From the above, it follows that the joint probability of successive errors
is given by
P(el, e2) = 2, ( 1 ) 1 - p(6 ) deO 1 p (8/ d 2  de 1
o e 1I/L L 8 1-I/L
or in more compact notation
[ -+T/L 12
P(el, e2 ) = 2 J(0) i - p(a) da d# (2)
o J- /L
Recognizing that the conditional probability P(e2 1 el) is given by the ratio of the joint to
the single error probability, we have
P(el, e2 )
P(e 2  e) = P(e)
and, thus, expressions for all pertinent probabilities.
We now show that the conditional error probability of Equation 2 reduces to the results
of Salz and Saltzberg2 for L = 2, namely,
P(el, e2) = - erf (r cos 8) 2 p(6) dO (3)
Letting, 0 + T/2
q (0) p (a) do
0 - T/2
and differentiating with respect to 0
d= p( + 7/2) - p(- - /2)
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Since
cos (0± IT/2) = : sin 0
we can write
d = - sin , e
-p cos20
By making a change of variable
x= p cos 0
and recognizing that q(7T/2) = 1/2, we have
Scos 0
1 e-X2
-1T
Since the integrand is an even function and
O/_2
-xf-!- e dx=l 1
The refore,
0oo
-q(0)- eX = [1 - erf Vcos 0)]
/- cos 0
which proves the equality of Equation 2 and Equation 3 for L = 2.
Figure C-1 is a plot of the single error probability for L = 2, 3, and 4. The evaluation
of the integral
IT01 + 1/L
P(e)= 2 (i) 1 p(o) d 1
o 8 - 7/L
requires numerical integration for the signal-to-noise ratios of interest. The double
integration was carried out using Simpson's rule and an error function approximation
accurate to nine digits.
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4.0 BIT ~RROR PROBABILITY
To evaluate the effectiveness of Delco Electronics 3-phase DPM versus conventional
4-phase DPM, the process by which phase errors are converted to bit errors must be
examined. In conventional 4-phase (Figure C-2), considering nonadjacent phase
vector errors as highly improbable, phase errors translate to bit errors one-to-one.
Three-phase modulation as shown in Figure C-3 results in a higher bit-to-phase error
'rate. Considering first the no-hold combinations, a "11" could be interpreted as either
a'"10" or "00" with equal probability, which results in an average of one and one-half
bit errors per phase error. The same is true for a 00 interpreted as a. 11 or 10. A 10
interpreted as a 11 or 00 results in one bit error per phase error. When a 01 follows a
11 or 10, the phase angle is held for one additional bit time. To investigate the bit-
to-phase error rate for this case, the six combinations of five binary digits beginning
1101, 0001, or 1001 must be analyzed. There are 18 ways that these holding operations
can result in bit errors. Considering these, it can be determined that the 18 possible
phase errors produce 33 bit errors. Holding operations for random data occur with a
relative frequency of one-fourth. The bit-to-phase error ratio for Delco's 3-phase is
thus
1 3) + )= 1.46
Thus the probability of bit error for Delco's 3-phase is a factor of about one and one-
half higher than the probability of phase error shown in Figure C-1. For biphase and
4-phase, the probabilities of phase and bit error are equal. Comparing 3-phase and 4-
phase at 10 dB then, the 3-phase bit error rate is down by a factor of about seven from
that of 4-phase.
5.0 DERIVATION OF PROBABILITY DENSITY OF PHASE IN PHASE MODULATION
The received wave is assumed to have the form
V(t) = (A + x) cos (wt + 0) + y sin (wt + 0)
where 0 is the phase that would be measured by the ideal phase detector at the end of
a t-second signalling interval in the absence of noise, and x = x(t), and y =y(t) are the
inphase and quadrature Gaussian noise components, respectively, each with average
noise power of a2. The phase of the received wave is then
Phase of V(t) = 0 + tan- 1 A-
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The next step is to find the probability density function (pdf) on the error in phase, p(O),
where
8 = tan-1 yA+x
Letting
u= A+ x
v=y
the pdf on u and on v are given by
1 -(u-A)2/2cr2
f(u) = e
and 2 21 
-v2/2a2
g(v) = e
a-
Recognizing that 6 = tan- 1 v/u, one can transform to polar coordinates, (u = r cos 6
and v = r sin 6) to find the joint density function in r and 6, q(r, ), with p(O) then being
given by the integral
0P(0) =/ q(r,0) dr
Following this procedure, we obtain an expression for q(r, e)
q(r, 1 -A/22 re - (r-2rA cos 0 ) / 2 2 ]
q(r, 6) = 2 e re
Letting the signal-to-noise ratio be
p= A2 /2a 2
and
2 1 2 2 2s2 1 2 (r - 2rA cos + A cos 2  )
2a
the pdf on phase error is given by Co
2 -cos2 ( 2
p() 1 - p (1-cos2 ) ( /a s + A cos 0) e-s ds
fIra -V/ cos 0
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which becomes an integration
p() = [1e  + cos OP cos2+ (1 + erf ( cos ) )
where erf denotes the error function
ef(a 2 f e-x 2 dx.
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APPENDIX D
CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODING AND VITERBI DECODING
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This appendix presents: (1) the essential features of convolutional encoding and Viterbi
decoding, (2) a listing of a digital computer program used to evaluate the compatibility
of Level I encoding and decoding with the above mentioned techniques, and (3) the results
of simulations with random data sequences.
2.0 CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODER
A general binary convolutional encoder consists of a bK stage binary shift register and
v mod-2 adders. Each of the mod-2 adders is connected to certain of the shift register
stages. The pattern of connections specifies the code. Information bits are shifted
into the encoder shift register b bits at a time. After each b bit shift, the outputs of
the mod-2 adders are sampled sequentially yielding the code symbols.
An example of a simple convolutional encoder with K = 3, b = 1, and v = 2 is shown
below. The binary input data bits 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0... generate the code outputs 00, 11,
01, 00, 10, ...
010001 ....
001101010010 011010....
CODE SEQUENCE DATA SEQUENCE
011100 ....
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The state of the convolutional encoder is the contents of the first b(k-1) shift register
stages. The encoder state together with the next b input bits uniquely specify the v
output symbols.
In the above example, the encoder state is specified by the contents of the first two shift
register stages. Denoting the four possible states as a = 00, b = 01, c = 10, and d = 11,
the input bits 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0... then correspond to the successive encoder states a, b,
d, c, b, c...
The allowable transitions between states at k - 1 and k are shown in the diagram below
together with the transition code sequence. In this example, two paths lead to each of
the four states. In general, there are 2 paths entering each of the 2b(K-1) states.
k-1 k
a= 0a ,1 , aa a
11
b b 11 b
00
10
c= C 01 c
01
d= 11 d 10 d
Assuming a binary symmetric channel (i. e., symbol errors are independent and occur
with probability (p) and that all input data sequences are equally likely, a maximum
likelihood decoder is one which examines the error-corrupted received sequence and
chooses the data sequence corresponding to the transmitted code sequence that is closest
to the received sequence in the sense of Hamming distance; that is, the transmitted sequence
which differs from the received sequence in the minimum number of symbols.
A brute-force maximum likelihood decoder would calculate the Hamming distance on all
paths and select the minimum. The information bits corresponding to that path would
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form the decoder output. For an L bit information sequence there are 2L paths in the above
example. This method obviously quickly becomes impractical as L increases.
3.0 VITERBI DECODING
The Viterbi decoding algorithm greatly reduces the effort required for maximum likeli-
hood decoding by taking advantage of the fact that the minimum distance path to, for
example, state a at time k in the above encoder example can be only one of two candidates:
(1) the minimum distance path to state a at time k-1, and (2) the minimum distance path
to state c at time k-1. A comparison is performed by adding the new distance accumulated
in the kth transition by each of these paths to this minimum distances at time k-1.
In general, a Viterbi decoder calculates the likelihood of each of the 2b paths entering
a given state and eliminates from further consideration all but the most likely path that
leads to that state. This is done for each of the 2b(K- 1) states; after each decoding opera-
tion, only one path remains leading to each state. In cases where distances are identical,
an arbitrary selection is made. It is important to recognize that in eliminating the less
likely paths entering each state, the Viterbi decoder will not reject any path that would
have been selected by the brute-force maximum likelihood decoder.
The great advantage of the Viterbi decoder is that the number of decoder operations per-
formed in decoding L bits in only L2b(K- 1 ) , which is linear in L. The Viterbi decoding
technique is limited to relatively short constraint length codes (K- 6) due to the exponen-
tial dependence of decoder operations per bit decoded on K.
It has been shown that, with high probability, the 2b(k- 1 ) decoder-selected paths have a
common stem, which eventually branches off to the various states. This further suggests
that, if the decoder stores enough of the past information bit history of each of the
2 b (K -1) paths, the oldest bits on all paths will be identical. It has been demonstrated
theoretically and through simulation that a value of the length of the information bit path
history per state of four or five times the code constraint length, K, is sufficient for
negligible degradation from optimum decoder performance.
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4.0 SIMULATION PROGRAM
A digital simulation program was developed incorporating rate 1/2 convolutional and
Level 1 encoding of random source data, error injection capability, Level 1 and Viterbi
decoding. A listing of this program follows at the end of this appendix.
5.0 COMPATABILITY OF CONVOLUTIONAL AND LEVEL I ENCODING
A number of computer simulations have been made in an attempt to determine the com-
patibility of convolutional and Level I encoding. Two programs were employed. The first
permits rate one-half convolutional encoding of random source data, error injection, and
Viterbi decoding. The second, discussed above, incorporates rate one-half convolutional
encoding of random source data followed by Level I encoding, error injection, Level I
decoding, and Viterbi decoding. The Level I decode uses the essential features of the
Viterbi algorithm. Bit memory paths of length 16 and 32 bits were used in the Level I and
Viterbi decoding, respectively.
Each run was made with a source data sequence of 4,500 random bits. Error rates were
established which were high enough to result in errors in the decoded sequence. Based on
the models of communication links discussed in Section 4 of Appendix B, it was concluded
that the probability of a channel error in the case of rate onehalf convolutional transmission
is given by
1 P AVPr (e) = erfc 2N
whereas in the case of rate one-half convolutional plus Level I transmission, the prob-
ability is determined by
Pr(e) e AV
2 4NO/T
From these equations, a signal-to-noise ratio which results in 700 errors in 4, 500 bits
of source data for rate one-half convolutional transmission while results in 1,420 errors
in rate one-half convolutional plus Level I transmission.
The results of simulations to test the compatibility of the two encoding schemes is shown
in Table 1. For the lower error rates used, it can be concluded that the convolutional en-
coding and Viterbi decoding is more effective in error removal. At the higher error rates,
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the results tend to indicate that the inclusion of Level I encode-decode does not affect
the error correcting capability of Viterbi decoding.
RATE 1/2 CONVOLUTIONAL AND
RATE 1/2 CONVOLUTIONAL ENCODER LEVEL I ENCODER
VITERBI DECODER LEVEL I AND VITERBI DECODER
CHANNEL ERRORS CHANNEL ERRORS
ERRORS AFTER DECODE ERRORS AFTER DECODE
700 73 1,420 308
800 129 1,540 400
900 194 1,640 439
1,000 204 1,760 459
1,100 382 1,840 512
1, 200 421 1,940 532
1,300 516 2,040 564
1,400 585 2,120 560
Table 1. Results of Simulations for Compatibility Test
6.0 REFERENCES
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SIMULATION PROGRAM
i: C THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE C5NVOLUTIDNAL ENCD'ING OF
2: C BINARY DIGITS LISTED IN THE MATRIX RI WHERE K-3,
3: C Balp V-2 ARE THE CONVBLUTIONAL PARAMETERS
4: C
5: IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
6: COMMBN A1(640),A2(640)sPS(640),DR(640)PRB(640)
7: DIMENSITN RAW(400)
81 DIMENSION R(160)
9: INTEGER R
10: READ(5lO00) (R(I)sIl,1l60)
11: 100 FORMAT(8011)
12: CALL CENCeD(R)
13: C
14: C PACK AlA2 INTO RAW
15: D5 5 I.i320,2
16: RAW(I)u AI(I/2+1)
17: 5 RAW(I+1)= A2(I/2+I)
19: CALL ENCODE (320,RAW)
19; C EQRRR INTRODUCTION
20: C ERRBR INTRODUCTInN
21: INTEGER ERROR
22: IXw67
23: WRITE(6,172)
24: 172' FORMAT(IHI)
25: DO 1002 I1u,13
26: CALL RANDeM(IX#YFL)
27; ERR6R ,MBD(IABS(IX),250)
28: WRITE(6,1003) ERReRsIX
29: 1003 FORMAT(' Ai A2 ERROR AT' ,214)
30: IF(MD(IX,2)*EQ*0) Al(ERRBR )M4aD(Ai(ERROR)+1s2)
31: IF(MeD(IX,2)*EQ1) A2(ERROR ).MBD(A2(ERROR)+12)
32: 1002 CONTINUE
33: CALL DECODE (320,RAW)
34: C SPREAD RAW BACK TO AlsA2
35: DO 6 I'1,320,2
36: A1(I/2 i+1 ) * RO (I)
37: 6 A2(I/2+1 ) * R (I+1)
38; CALL VDECBD(R)
39: END
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1: SUBReUTINE CENCfD(R)
2: IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z)
3: COMMON A (640)sA2(640),PS(640).,DR(640)sR8(640)
4: DIMENS5N R(160)
5! INTEGER At
6: INTEGER A2
7: C THE SEQUENCE AI(1)A2(1) REPRESENTS THE CODE FOR R(I)
8: C
9: Al(l) a R(1)
10: A2(1) a R(1)
11: A1(2) * R(1) + R(2)
12: A2(2) . R(2)
13: IF(AI(2)*EQ.2) A1(2) * 0
14: DO 200 1,1i58
15; Al(I+2) * R(I) + R(I+1) + R(I+2)
16: A2(T+2) a R(I).,+ R(I+2)
17: IF(AI(1)*EQ.2) Al(1) - 0
18: IF(Al(I)'EQ, 3) Al(I) = 1
19: IF(A2(I)*EQ.2) A2(1) = 0
20: 200 CONTINUE
21: DB 300 I'1,160
22: PRINT 4C00,IR(I)AI(1),A2(I)
23; 400 FORMAT(110,1sI5,I I1)
24: 300 CONTINUE
25: RETURN
26: END
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VITERBI DECODING
1: SUBROUTINE VDECeD(R)
2: IMPLICIT INTEGER(AWZ)
3: COMMON A1(640),A2(640),PS(640).,DR(640),Rb(640)
4: DIMENSION R(1)
5: C TH!S PROGRAM IS FOR THE VITERBI DECODING OF A
6: C CONVOLUTIONAL CODE OF BINARY DIGITS, WHERE K.3,
7; C Bal, Vm2 ARE THE CODE PARAMETERS
8: C
9: DIMENSION BM(4,160),HD(4,160),RD(160),DBM(4,160)
10: INTEGER BM
11; INTEGER DBM
12: INTEGER HD
13: INTEGER Re
14: INTEGER RD
15: C
16: C N IS THE DESIRED LENGTH OF THE BIT MEMORY PATH PER PATH
17: C
18: READ (5,600) N
19: 600 FORMAT(13)
20: C
21: C INITIALIZATION OF DECODING
22: C
23: HD(1s) = Hr(2,1) * HD(3,1) = wU(4,1) = 0
24: HD(t1 2) = HD(2,2) a HD(3,2) * kjD(4,?) = 0
25: SUMI = A(1) + 1
26: IF(SUM1.EQ.2) SUM1 = 0
27: SUM? - A2(1) + 1
28: IFiSUM2.EQ.2) SUM2 = 0
29: SUM3 P A1(2) + 1
30: IF(SUM3.EQ.2) SUM3 • 0
31: SUM4 * A2(2) + 1
32: IF(SUM4.EQ.2) SUM4 a 0
33: SUMS - A1(3) + 1
34: IF(SUM5.EQ.2) SUM5 . 0
35: SUM6 - A2(3) + 1
36: IF(SUM6.EQ.2) SUM6 = 0
37: HD1 * Ai(1) + A2(1) + A1(2) + A2(2) + A1(3) + A2(3)
3: HD2 r SUMI + SUM2 + SUM3 + A2(2) + SUMS + 9UM6
39' HD3 o A1(1) + 42(1) + A1(2) + A2(2) + SUMS + SUM6
40: HD4 u SUM1 + SUM2 + SUM3 + A2(2) + A1(3) + A2(3)
41: HD5 Al(1) + A2(1) + SUM3 + SUM4 + SUM5 + A2(3)
42: HD6 a SUMI + SUM2 + A1(2) + SUM4 + A1(3) + SUM6
43: HD7 a Ai(i) + A2(1) + SUM3 + SUM4 + A1(3) + SUM6
44: HD8 = SUM1 + SUM2 + A1(2) + SUM4 + SUMS + A2(3)
45; C PRINT 650,HDi1HD2HD3,HD4sHD5,HD6sHD7IHD8
46: 650 FORMAT(815)
47: HD(1s3) = HD2
49: C BM(,I) THRU BM(4,I) REPRESENT THE BIT MEMORY PATHS
50: C AND HD(1,I) THRU HD(4,I) REPRESENT THE CORRESPONDING
Ei: C HAMMING DISTANCE PATHS
52: C
53: BM(1a1) i
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54: BM(1,2) a 0
55: BM(1,3) a 0
56: IF(HDI.LEHD2) HD(1,3),HDiJBM(I,1) = 0;1M(1,2) P OJBM(1,3) a 0
57; HD(2,3) s HD4
58: BM(2P,) 1
59: BM(2p2) = 0
60: BM(2,3) " 1
61: IF(HD3.LE.HD4) HD(2,3)=HD3; BM(2P1) 9O0 RM(2s2) O;BM(23) a i
62: HD(3s3) a HD6
63: BM(3,1) = 1
64: BM(3,2) = 1
65: BM(3,3) 0
66: IF(HD5.LE.HD6) HD(3#3)wHD5BM(3t) " OlBM(3*2) * 1JBM(3p) a 0
67; HD(4,3) a HD8.
68: BM(4,1) x 1
69: BM(4p2) * 1
70: BM(4,3) = 1
71: IF(HD7.LE*HD8) HD(4,3)=HD7JBM(4,1) = 0JM(42) * 1;BM(4,3) a 1
72; C PRINT 660,HD(1,3),HD(2,3)sHD(3,3)*HD(4s3)
73: 660 FORMAT(415)
74: C
75: C * * * * * * * * *
76: C
77: DO 10 I.4,i60
78: L - I 1
79: SUMI a Ai(I) + 1
80; IF(cUM1.EQ2) SUM1 a 0
81: SUM2 a A2(1) + 1
82: IFiSUM2.EQ.2) SUM2 a 0
83: HD HD(1,L) + AI(I) + A2(1)
84: HD2 " HD(3,L) + SUM1 + SUM2
85: HD3 ,.HD(l,L) + SUMi + SUM2
86: HD4 = HD(3,L) + Al(I) + A2(I)
87; HD5 a HD(2,L) + SUM1 + A2(I)
88: HD6 * HD(4,L) + A1(I) + SUM2
89: HD7 * HD(2,L) + A1(I) + SUM2
90: HD8 . HD(4#L) + SUMI + A2(I)
91: C PRINT 670 HHDisHD2,HD3,HD4,HD5SHD6,HD7,HDR
92: 670 FORMAT(15)
93: C
94: C DBM(IsJ) IS A DUMMY BIT MEMORY PATH MATRIX
95: C
96 .  BM(1,I) * 0
97: BM(2sI) 1
98: BM(3,1) O
99 BM(4,I) ' 1
100' MI a 1
i01: M2 , I
1C2: IF(I.GT.N) M1 I * N + 1
1C3: DO 20 MuM1,M2
104: DBM(1IM) a BM(l1M)
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105C: DBM(PM) BM(2,M)
106; DBM(3,M) * BM(3sM)
107: DBM(4pM) w BM(4SM)
108: 20 CONTINUE
109: M2 a II1
110: IF(HDiLE.HD2) GO TO 672
111: HD(1I) m HD2
112: DO 671 J"MI,M2
113: BM(iJ) = DBM(3,J)
114: 671 CONTINUE
115: GO TO 673
116: 67? HD(1Il) * HD1
117: 673 IF(HD3,LE*HD4) GO TO 675
1181 HD(rI) , WD4
119: DO 674' juMiM2
120: BM(2,J) = DBM(3pJ)
121: 674 CONTINUE
122: GO TO 677
123: 675 HD(2eI) • HD3
124; DO 676 JuMl1M2
125: BM(pJ) a DBM(IJ)
126: 676 CONTINUE
127: 677 IF(HDS*LE.H06) GO TO 679
128; HD(3,I) * HD6
129: DO 678 J'MiPM2
130= BM(3oJ) a DBM(4sJ)
1311 678 CONTINUE
132: GO TR 682
133: 679 HD(3oI) * HD5
134 0DO 681 JuMiM2
135: BM(3sJ) * DBM(2,J)
136: 681 CONTINUE
137: 682 IF(HD7,LE.HD8) GO TO 684
138HD(4) 3 HD(BI) - HD8
139: 683 CONTINUE
140: GO TO 685
141: 684 HD(4sI) 9 HD7
142~ DO 685 J=MIM2
143, BM(4,J). DBM(2pJ)
144; 685 CONTINUE
145: IF(ILT*N) GO TO 10
146: C
147: C DETERMINES OLDEST BIT ON THE MOST LIKELY PATH
148: C
149; J g I
E150: K 4 . N + 1
151: IF(HD(1,J)*LEHD(2,J)) GO TO 740
15?; 760 IF(HD(3sJ)*LE*HD(4,J)) GO TB 765
153: IF(HD(2,J).LEHD(4sJ)) GO TO 710
154: GO TO 730
155: 765 IF(HD(2,J).LE.HD(3sJ)) GO To 710
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156: GO TP 720
157: 740 IF(WD(3J)*LE.HD(4jJ)) GB TB 770
15: IF(HD(iJ).LE*HD(4,J)) G9 T8 700
159: Go TO 730
160: 770 IF(HD(1pJ).LE.HD(3pJ)) Ge TP 700
161: Ge Tf 720
16?: C
163: C RP(T) IS DECeDE
164: r
165: 700 RB(K) BRM(1,K)
166: GO T5 800
167: 710 RB(W) a BM(2,K)
168: G8 TRB 00
169: 720 RO(K) = RM(3,K)
170: GO TR 800
171: 730 RO(K) - BM(4,K)
17?: 800 CeNTINUF
173: 10 CBNTINUE
174: r De 696 I'1,160
175: ( PRIhT 95, ,BM(1,I )BM(2,I),RM(3,I),BM(4,l)
176: r PRINT 65,IHD(1,I),HD(2,I),HD(3j,),HD(4,1)
177: 695 FOPMAT(515)
178: 696 CB6YTNUE
179: DO 950 1=1,160
180: RD(I) = RP (I) - R(I)
181: PRINT 900,IPR (1),R(I),RD(I)
182; 900 FOPMAT(!10,315)
183: 950 COBTINUF
184: RETUIRN
185: END
ORIGINAL PA iP
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LEVEL I ENCODE
1 SUBROUTINE ENCODE(NBITSPR I
2: IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
3 DIMENS16N R(l)
4: CeMMON AI(640)pA2(640)PPS(640)*DR(640)#RB(640)
5; DR(l)qCR(2)xDR(3)v0
6: 00 300 l=4pNBITS+3
7: DR(T)xR(I-3)
8 300 CONTINUE
4 DO 400 I=IPNBITS+3
lo: R(I)wDR(I)
11 : 400 CeNTINUE
12: PS(l)-l
13' DO I Iul,#NBITS
14: J81+1
115; Kxl+F
16: IF(R(I)*Eo.O-AND@R(J)*EOoO@ANDoR(K)oEQ-O*AN.iDoPS(I)*EG96) GB TO 2
17: IF(R(l).EQ.O-AND*R(J)*EQ-O-ANDtR(K)*EOOO*ANDePS(I)*EG*3) GO TO 2
19: IF(R(I)oEooOoANDoR(J)oEG-OoAND*P(K)*EO*O*ANDePS(I)oEQ*I) Grf TP 3
19; IF(P(l).EQ.O-AND#R(J)*EG*O*AND*R(K)*EO*O*ANDePS(I)qEG*7) GO TO 3
20: IF(R(I)*EQ*OPAND*R(J)tEQoOoANDPP(K)*EG*O*AND*PS(I)*EG*2) GO TO 4
21: IF(R(I)oEG,09AN09R(J)oEQoCoAND*R(K)*EG*I*AND*PS(l)-EG*6) GO Te 5
22. IF(P(I).EO.O*ANDoR(J)*EG*OPAND#P(K)oEQoloAND*PS(I)OEQ#I) GFJ TO 5i
23: IF(R(I).EGO*ANDPR(J)oEGoOoANDoP(K)*EQ*I*ANDePS(T)*EG92) GP Te 6!
24: IF(P(I).EQ.O-ANDoR(J)*EO-O*ANDfP(K)*EG*I*AND*PS(I)oEG,3) GO TO 5
215: IF(R(I)oFQ*OoAND@R(J)*FQ90#AND*R(K)oEO*l*ANroPS(I)*EQ*7) GO TO F
26: IF(R(I)oEo*OAND*R(J)*EQ*I#ANDtPS(I)*EO94) GO T9 7
27: IF(R(I).EQ.O-AND*R(J)*EQ*I*AND#PS(I)*EQ-6) GO TO 7
28; IIF(R(I)#EQ*O*AND*R(J)oEGeltANDfPS(I)*FQ*7) GO TO 7
29: IF(P(I)oEool,*ANDoR(J)*EQ*O*AND*PS(l)oEGo5) G5 T9 8
30. : IF(R(I)*EO.JAND*R(J)*EO-O#ANDtPS(i)-EQ-9) 60 Tf 8
31: IF(P(I),Eo.l*AND*R(J)*EQ*OvAND*PS(l)oEQo8) GO TP 9
32: IF(R(l).EQ.I*AND*R(J)*EO*1@AND&PS(T)*EG*5) GO Te 10
33* IF(P(I)*.Eogl*AND*R(J),EQoIPAND*PS(l)oEGo9) GO TP 10
34: IF(P(I)*EoqlANDR(J)oEOeleAND#PS(I)*EG*S) GO TO 11
35: 2 AI(I),PO) AR(I),PO; PS(J)zl
36'st GO.Te 1
37: 3 Al(l)mlj A2(1)=O; PS(J)u2
38'; GO TO 1
39: 4 Al(l)sC) A2(1)mlJ PS(J)a3
400 GO Te 1
41: 5 Al(l)*O; A2(I)r.O; PS(J)w4
4?: GO TO
43 6 AI(l)-Cj A2(l)-l; PS(J)z4
44: GO TO I
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45; 7 A1(I)-Os A2(I).0; PS(J)=5
46: GO TO 1
47: 8 Al(1)vO; A2(I)=1; PS(J)-6
48: GO TB 1
49; 9 AI(T)-O; A2(1)qO0 PS(J)-7
50: GO TO 1
51: 10 Al(1)*i) A?(I).OJ PS(J)*8
52 GO TOb 1
53; 11 A1(T)PCO A2(I)-O; PS(J)=9
54: 1 CONTINUE
55: WRITE(6 172)
56: 172 FBRMAT(IH1)
57: DO 80 I=INBITS/100+1
58: 1l,(I1l)*100+1
59: 12*11+99
60: 12uMIN(I1+99oNBITS)
61: WRITE(6,85) ( R(J)Ju=Il,12)
62: WRITE(6,85) (Al(J)J=Il1sI2)
63: WRITE(6, 8 5) (A2(J),Jul.I2)
64: 85 FORMAT(' ',100I1)
65: 80 CONTINUE
66: 12 CONTINUE
67: RETURN
68: END
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LEVEL I DECODE
1: SLBPfUTINE DECODE(NBITSiR
2: IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
3: COMMRN Al (640),A2(64O)pPS(640),DR(640)PRO(6
4 0)
4: DIMENSIeN BM(9, 400),HD(9,400)s R0(4o0) ,DBM(9p400)
5: DIMENSIeN Rl(400),B2(400)
6: DIMENSIeN R(1)
7:. Nal6
8: EDIT,;O
9: DIMENSIPN p(200),PP(200)oPM(9I200)
to0: 1=P2c
11: 200 FORMAT(13 )
12: HO(ll).HD(2,l)uHDC3,l)UHD(k,1 )s.D(5,t )uHD(6,1)CHD(7,1)uHD(8Jl)EHD
13: 1(9,1)-0
14: HD(1i2) .HD(2,2) sHD(3,2)uHD(4 ,2)uHDC52)HD(62)cHD(7,2)zHD(892)3HD
16: HD (2,3).HD (3,3)uHD (7,3) ND (9o3) .50
17; SUMI.AI(l)+l
190. IFCSUM1.EQ92) SUMlsC
19: SUM;A2(1)+1
20: IF(SUM29EO92) SUM~so
21: SUM3*A1( 2 )+.
22: IFF9UM3eEQ.?) S.UM31.0
21; SUMt4uA2 ( 2 ) +1
24: IFSIJM4.EO.2) SUM4.0
2-9: SUM5=Al( 3 )+1
26: TF(5UM5sEQ*?) SUM5.0
27: SUM6u-A2(3 )+1
28 IF(SUM69EQ92) SUM6=0
29: HD(l,3)xSUMl +AP(1)+A1C2)+SUM4 +A1(3)+A2(3)
30: HD(1,3)sSUi1 +A2(1)+A1(2)+SVM4 +A1(?)+A2C3)
31: HD(4,3)zSUM1 +A2(1)+A1(2)+SUM4 +Al(3)+A?(3)
32: HDSp3)ZSUM1 +A2(1)+A1(2)+SUM4 +A1(3)+A2(3)
33: HD(6,3u.Al1 )+A2d1 ).A1(2)+A2(2)+A1(3)+SUM6
34: HD(g,3).A1 (1)+A2( 1 ).A(2)+A2(2)+SUM5 .AP(3)
36: BMC 1,1) .M( ip2) BM( p3) .0
37: 8M(4p1)=BM(4o2)uBM(4p3)u0
38: BM(5l)zBM(5p2)mOJ FBM(5,3)=ul
39: BM(6p1)uBM(6p2)O0J.BM(6,3)w1
40: BMOAp1)uOJ eM(8p2),!BM(8o3)!s1
41:BM?1) RM (2p2) BM( 2.3) .0
42: 8M(3. 1) BM(3p2)mBM(3s3) w0
43: BM(7, 1 .BM(7#2)=BM(7A3)=0 op
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45: DO.1'+ Is4#NBITS
46: 01I-1
48:o IF(SUM1.E~o2) SUM1uO
49: SUM2=A2(1)41
Ec: IF(SUM2sEQo?) SUM2PO
5:HD1 - HD(6,.L)+A1(I)+A2(I)
5?: HD2 v HD(3oL)+AIII)+A2(I)
r,3HD3 a HD(li4,)+SUMl +A2(I)
54: HD4 a HD(7,L)+SUMI +A2(I)
=5: HD5 a HD,(2,L)+Al(l)+SUM2
56: HD6 - HO(6,L.)+Al(I)+A2(I)
,57:. HD7 a HD(1,tA+Al(1)+A2(I)
58:; HD8 F HD(2#L)+AIII)+SUM2
E9: HD9 p H~D(3L)+Al(I)+A2(I)
60: H0lO. HD(7pL)+AlCI)+A2(I)
(,I: HDIl HW)4jL)+AI(l)+A2(I)
!2: HD1?; HD(6,ITA+A1(I)+A2(I)
63: HD13q W~D(7L)+A1(I)+A2(I)
64: HD14= HDi5#L)+A1(I)+SUM2
65:1 HD15F HD(9*L)+Ai(I)+SUM2
66: HDi$6u H )(8,)+A1(I)+A2(I)
67:9 HD17u HD(5,L)+SUM1 *A2(I)
6R-, HD18.- H!D(9,t+SUMI *A2(I)
69: HD19P HD(8pL)+A1(I)+A2(i)
70! IF (EDlT9EQ.1.)
71:s sPRINT l9,HDlHD2,HD3,HD4,HD5,HD6,HD7,HD8,HD)9,HD1OHD11SHni2oHD13IH
72: lD14sH.DSHD6HD17#HD18sH019
73:' 1 5 FORMAT(2O14)
74; GOMINO(HD1,HD2)
75: Mmi
76: M2=L
77: IFCI*GT.N) M1.I..N+l
78 DO 16 MSM1,M2
70: DBM(lpr)BM(lM)
a1: DBM(3om)B8M(3pM)
82; DBMC4,M)zBMC4,M)
8:DBM(5#M)8Bm(5pM) ORIGINAL PAGE 19
84: DBM(6sM)z8M(6pM) OF POOR QUALITY
85: DBM(7pM)*BMC7pM)
86: DBM(8sM)=BM(8sM)
87: Dpm(9AM)wBm(9pM)
88: 16 CONTINUF
89 : IF (EDIT -PNE9 1) Ge TO 171
90: DO-17 NDX141*9
91: PRINT l8pICBM(NDX1sNDX2). NDX2tM1,M2)
92: 18 FORMAT(140,1OX01913)
93: 17 CONTINUE
94: 17t. CONTINUE
95: M2vTw1
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96: LI
97: IF(Q.EOGHD1) GO TO 19
98: IF(Q.EQ.HD2) GO TO 20
99: 19 HD(I,L)wHDIJ BM(1IL)-0
100: DO 38 vaMiM2
101: BM(1sV)-DBM(6sV)
102: 38 CONTINUE
103: GO TO 57
104: 20 HD(1,L)-HD2) BM(IL)=O
105: DO 39 VM1iM2
10C6: BM(s1V)sDBM(3sV)
107: 39 CONTINUE
108: 57 QMINO(HD3HD4)
109: IF(0EQ*HD3) GO TO 21
110: IF(0.EQ.HD4) GO TO 22
111: 21 HD(?,L)-HD3) BM(2,L)O0
112: DO 40 v-MljM2
113: BM(2,V).DBM(1V)
114: 40, CONTINUE
115: GO TO 5A
116: 22 HD(?#L)=HD4J BM(2sL)=0
117: DO 41 vwM1M2
118: BM(2,V)-DBM(7#V)
119: 41 CONTINUE
120: 58 QoMINO(HD6pHD7,HD8#HD9pHD1C)
121: HD(3,L)=HD5; BM(3oL)RO
122: DO 42 VcM1,M2
123: BM(3pV).DBM(2,V)
124: 42 CONTINUE
125: IF(0.EQ.HD6) GB TO 24
126: IF(Q*EQ*HD7) GO TO 25
127: IF(*.EG.HD9) GO TO 26
128: IF(0QEQ*HD9) GO TO 27
129: IF(OEQ*HD1O) Ge T 28
130: 24 HD(4,L)gHD6j BM(4sL)=0
131: DO 43 v.M1IM2
132: BM(4,V).DBM(6V)
133: 43 CONTINUE
134: GO TO 59
135: 25 HD(4#L)=HD7; BM(4,L)q0
136: Dbe 44 VIM1,M2
137: BM(4#V)=DBM(1PV)
138: 44 CONTINUE
139: GO Te 59
140: 26 HD(4L)xHD8 BSM(4,L)=O
141: DO 45 v=M1,M2
142: BM(4#V),DBM(2,V)
143: 45 CONTINUE
144: GO TO 59
145: 27 HD(4L)*HD9J BM(4,L)=O
146: DO 46 V=M1,M2
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147: BM(4sV)*DBM(3,V)
148; 46 CONTINUE
149; GO.TO.59
150: 28 HD(4pL)=HD1O BM(4pL)80
151: DO 47 V.MiM2
152; BM(4#V)aDBM(7sV)
153: 47 CONTINUE
154: 59 Q*MIN0(HD1jHD012HD13)
155: IF(QEQ,HD11) GO TO 29
156: IF(O*EQ*HDi2) GO TO 30
157: IF(Q.EQ.HD13) GO TO 31.
158: 29 HD(5SL)*HD11; BM(5L)1I
159; DO 48 VqM1,M2
160: BM(5SV),DBM(4V)
161: 48 CONTINUE
162: GO TO 60
163: 30 HD(5,L)wHD123 BM(5,L)1i
164: DO 49 VoMIM2
165: BMi5,V).DBM(6sV)
166: 49 CONTINUE
167; GO TO 60
168: 31 HD(SL).HD13; BM(5L)a1
169: DO 56 vIM1lM2
170: BM(5, V).DBM(7,V)
171: 56 CONTINUE
172: 60 QeMINO(HD14sHD15)
173' IF(QEQ*HD14) GO TO 32
174: IF(Q*EQHDi5) GO To 33
175; 32 HD(6,L)-HD143 BM(6,L)uO
176: D0 50 vM1,M2
177: BM(6,V)uDBM(5sV)
178: 50 CONTINUE
179: GO TR 61
180: 33 HD(6,L).HDi5i BM(6,L)mO
181:1 DO 51 VPMIM2
182: BM(6,V).DBM(9sV) ,O
183: 51 CONTINUE Op O b4
184; 61 QwMINO(HD17,HD18) 14
185; HD(7#L)vHD16; BM(7sL)O*
186: DO 52 VMI;M2
187; BM(7,V)=DBM(8sV)
188; 52 CONTINUE
189: IF(G,EQ*HDj7) GO TO 35
190: IF(QEQOHDI8) GO TO 36
191: 35 HD(8,L),HD17; BM(8L);I
192; DO 53 VMI1,M2
193; BM(8#V).DBM(5sV)
194: 53 CONTINUE
195: GO TO 37
196: 36 HD(8,L)UHD181 BM(8*L)i1
197; DO 54 vMIM2
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198: BM(8,V).DBM(9,V)
199: 54 CONTINUE
200: 37 HD(9sL)-HD19; BM(9,L)*1
201: DO.55 V-MIlM2
202: BM(9sV).DBM(8,V)
203: 55 CONTINUE
204: IF(TLT*N) GO TO 14
205: J I
206: KuI-N+i
207: QMINO(HD(lsJ),HD(2,J)sHD(3sJ),HD(4sJ)PHD(5,J),HD(6PJ)HD(7sJ)HD(
208: 18,J)HD(9 J))
209: IF(QEQHD(1sJ)) GO TO 62
210; IF(QEQND(2,J)) GO TO 63
211; IF(Q*EQHD(3pJ)) GO TO 64
212: IF(Q*EQHD(4,J)) Ge TO 65
213: IF(QEQ*HD(5sJ)) GO TO 66
214: IF(Q*EQ.HD(6sJ)) GO TO 67
215: IF(Q*EQ.HD(7sJ)) GO TO 68
216: IF(QEQ*HD(8sJ)) GO TO 69
217: IF(Q*EQoHD(9SJ)) GO TO 70
218: 62 RO(K)-BM(1sK)
219: GO TO 71
220: 63 RO(K)wBM(2,K)
221; GO Te 71
222: 64 RO(K)pBM(3sK)
223: GO T9 71
224: 65 RO(K)uBM(4#K)
225; GO TO 71
226: 66 RO(K)wBM(S5K) ORIGINAL PAGE IS
227: GO TO 71 OF POOR QUALITY
228: 6i RO(K)-BM(6,K)
229.: GO 7i.71
230: 68 RO(K)=BM(7sK)
231: GO TO 71
232: 69 RO(K)uBM(8jK)
233: GO Te 71
234: 70 RO(K)BM (9,K)
235: 71 CONTINUE
236: 14 CONTINUE
237: IF (EDIT *NE* 1) GO TO 721
238: DO 72 loisNBITS
239: PRINT 73,IsBM(1I)sBM(2I ),BM( 3 sl)BM(4jl),BM(5,I),BM(6,I),BM(7,I)
240: iBM(8,I)'BM(9Il)IHD(1sI),HD2s,)HD(3iI),HD(4,sI)HD(5s!)sHD(6sI).H
241: 2D(7sl)*wD(8,1)AHD(9I)
242: 73 FORMAT(1915)
243: 72 CONTINUE
244: 721 CONTINUE
245: WRITE(6p172)
246: 172 FORMAT(IH1)
247: DO.76 IP1,NBITS
248: R(I)-R(I+3)
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249: Re(I),Re(l+2)
250: 76 CONTINUE
251: DO 74 I.1,NBITS
252: RD(1)Re(1).R(1)
253: 74 CONTINUE
254: DO 741 I.1,NBITS/100+1
255: 11s(1-1)*100+1
256: 12PI1199
257: I*MIN(I1+99pNBITS)
258: WRITE(6,85) (RB(J)J=te1sl2)
259: WRITE(6, 8 5) (R (J),J=Il1' 2)
260: WRITE(6, 8 5) (RD(J)sJ=It1I2)
261: 85 FORMAT(' 'P10011)
262: 741 CONTINUE
263: RETURN
264: END
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